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GET INSIGHTS
ON THE LATEST 
TRENDS.  

2022FUTURE OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
GUIDE:

A  G O V E R N M E N T  T E C H N O L O G Y  G U I D E

Funding, Planning and Transforming 
the Way We Move

Ransomware attackattacks and other cybersecurity 
threats conticontinue to increase for state
and loand local governments. To combat these 
growing challenges, it’s imperative for these 
organizations to integrate security tools and 
strategies into every stage of IT planning
and implementation. In other words,
cybersecurity must be “baked in” to every 
new solution and every modernization effort.

That approach has transformed the 
ecuritsecuritecurity posture for the city of Frisco, Texas.

cent yIn recent ycent years, Frisco — a Dallas suburb 
0 andof over 200,000 and0 and one of the fastest-

ation —growing cities in the nation ation — has taken
operaseveral steps to modernize its operaoperations 

Theand standardize its IT infrastructure. TheThese
changes were integral in giving the city 
the agility it needed to deliver responsive 
service to constituents and maintain business 
continuity during the pandemic. And they 
will enable Frisco to continue to improve 
service delivery and incorporate artificial 
intelligence (AI) and other important 
emerging technologies.

But the city wouldn’t have been able to
increase its operational resilience if it hadn’t
also focused on building its cyber resilience.

Implementing Microsoft’s suite of 
integrated solutions, which incorporate 
robust multi-layered security, have helped the 

city automate various security tasks, access
analytics that facilitate proactive threat 
detection and response, and build a more 
secure, future-ready enterprise.

Dealing with a Fragmented 
Security Ecosystem 

Before implementing Microsoft solutions,
Frisco faced several cybersecurity challenges. 
Steve Leblond, the city’s chief technology 
officer, says the biggest risks were related to 
the need for more cyber awareness among 
employees to mitigate incidents such as 
phishing attacks, and the lack of automated, 
analytics-driven security tools. 

“The biggest cybersecurity challenge is 
always people,” Leblond says. “It’s people
eithereithereither not understanding the technology or 

ing ennot having ening enough training.”
timateThe city ultimatetimately found a way to timate

frastradvance its security infrastrfrastructure at thefrastr
nfrassame time it upgraded its IT infrasnfrastructure.nfrast

dernLeblond and his team decided to moderndernizedern
with Microsoft’s integrated suite of 
products, including Azure Government 
Cloud to advance their existing compute and 
analytics capabilities and Microsoft Office
365 to increase enterprise collaboration. 
The city is also beginning to use Power BI
for business intelligence and data-driven

decision-making, and Microsoft Enddpoint 
Manager for mobile device managemment
and protection. All of these solutionns 
feature security components that arre fully 
integrated from the start. 

Leblond, who became familiar wwith 
Microsoft’s cloud solutions after atttending its
annual Ignite conference for developpers and 
IT professionals over the last decadee, says the 
integration offered by Microsoft maade it the 
best fit for his organization.

“Seeing what they had in their rooadmap 
— the server infrastructure side, thee client 
management side and then you havee the 
office productivity side — and how all that 
intertwined and played together was really a 
main reason for going forward with a lot of 
this,” Leblond says. 

Advancing Security witth 
Microsoft Cloud

Frisco has leveraged the Microsooft 
ecosystem to strengthen enterprise
security as it continues to modernizze.
BeforBeforBefore adopting Microsoft solutionss, the Befor

ied oncity relied onied on multiple different poinnt ied on
its sesolutions, and its seits security infrastrucctureits se

mentedwas much more fragmentedmented. mented
as co“Prior solutions weren’t as co ed as connnected as connected ted

lot oas the Microsoft solution. We had a lot of ad a ad a 

AI-REEADY 
GOVEERNMENT

Integrated Microsoftoft 
Cloud Solutionsns

gg
How the City of Frisco, Texas, Built ItBuilt Its Cyber Resilience
with Integrated Microsoft Clout Cloud Solutions

SE SA GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY CASE SE STUDY

NMENT TECHNOLOGY HANDBOOK FORA GOVERNME

Guide to Government Platforms of the FutureA Guid

Plug and Play
A New Era for Child Support 
System Modernization
Leveraging advancements in technology and
new federal guidance for your modernization project

A GOVERNING Q&A

Advancements in technology, simplifications to the Office of Child Support Enforcement’s 
(OCSE) Feasibility Study requirements, and the infusion of federal stimulus funds make child 
support system modernization attainable at a lower cost and on a faster timeline than states 
have historically experienced. In this Q&A, Landis Rossi, national Child Support Practice 
Lead at CSG Government Solutions, provides guidance to states aiming to enhance customer 
service and improve program performance through child support system modernization. 
Over her career, Rossi has worked with child support programs in 10 states. Here she shares 
lessons learned and best practices to help states launch their system modernization projects.

Upgrading ssecurit
more imporrtant th
is how agen le ncies can do so while
meeting bu ints.dget constraints.

S ms inecurity systems inms inn both the physical and digital realmsn both the physical and dig
k are of work are k are evolvin plexity. As ng and increasing in comp

meal piecemeal meal systems prol  demand foriferate, there is increasing

ndscape,pane of glass. In this fast-growing and complex lan

pment and security defenses while working with legacy equip
keeping an eye on the budget. 

capeThe State and Local Security Lands
creasing clamor Spurred by changes in the way we work and an inc

olving rapidly.physicboth physiphysical and digital security systems are evo
ies face rowtWhile such growtrowth is exciting, government agenci
ms.odernchallenges when moderodernizing these critical syste

 Legacy technologies. e solution might rip-aWhile a rip-arip-and-replace
a practical s, it isgive agencies leading-edge capabilities, it iss, it is not 

ght have “A big challenge is that these physical assets mig
s of modernity,” electronic security systems with varying degrees
ons for Security says Eric Young, senior vice president of operatio
onitoring and Information Systems (SIS), a provider of alarm mo

interface services for the security industry.

have created Workarounds to accommodate legacy systems 
ese systems a patchwork of solutions for many agencies. “The
. “They are often don’t talk well with each other,” Young says

oprietary often siloed due to age and compatibility and pro
versus open-source solutions.” 

 Geographically dispersed assets. Because agenciees 

an area, security also needs to spread out across physsical 
entities and assets on the ground. When you are only aas safeentities and assets on the ground When you are only aas safeentities and assets on the ground When you are only aas safe
as your weakest link, vulnerabilities multiply and it can be

operations center (SOC) that uses cameras and monitors 
buildings using an intrusion alarm system but if they arre 
not co-located, that becomes a very complex problemm,”
Young says.

 Physical and digital security are coming under one
umbrella. When they do so, operational technology (OTT) from
physical assets has to seamlessly integrate with informaation
technology (IT). If there is dissonance between infrastruucture, 
software and monitoring, teams are frequently burdenedd with 
too much repetitive or unnecessary information.

 Competitive labor market. Operating complex securrity
systems needs a deep bench of talent that might not always
be available in house. Contractors need solutions that aare 
easy to work with.

Advantages of ModernizationThe Adva
mplex security landscape and its many Given this complex

e for government agencies tochallenges, it is time for g
nd digital security systemsmodernize their physical and di . 

tegrates all security A modernized security system integra
vers monitoringsolutions, physical and digital, and delivers m g 

oing socapabilities through a single pane of glass. Doing s
offers a range of benefits, including:

ty systems is
han ever. Here
an do so while

Moddernizing 
Physsiccal and
Digittal Security 
in Govvernnment
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A ccording to a recent study 
by Intelligent.com, about 
one-third of young adults 18 

to 24 who aren’t currently enrolled 
in college cannot aff ord to attend. 
And while there is more than one 
perspective on recent federal student 
loan forgiveness programs, some 
facts are undeniable. College is more 
expensive than ever before: The costs 
of a degree have signifi cantly outpaced 
wage growth and infl ation for decades. 

It’s against this backdrop that 
government IT leaders have struggled 
to fi ll open positions to accomplish 
the technical work of running their 
organizations. Simultaneously, most of 
these same institutions strive to build 
a workforce that refl ects the diversity 
of the communities they serve.  

In the last several years, government 
has started to reckon with some 
related legacy business processes: job 
descriptions that require expensive 
four-year degrees that are unattainable 
to large segments of the population 
and years of experience that even 
those who do get those degrees don’t 
yet have. Combined, these factors 
keep would-be government staff ers 
away from the public sector. 

Thankfully, things are starting to 
change. IT shops are reviewing things 
like job classifi cations that are a relic of 
another time. Government is purging 
position descriptions that list require-
ments for outdated skills and use archaic 
terms to denote certain technical jobs. 
After all, nobody ever said they wanted 
to grow up to be an analyst 1Ce, Level 3.  

Many Pathways In

Illinois Secretary of the Department 
of Innovation and Technology and 
CIO Jennifer Ricker is one among 
many state CIOs prioritizing creative 
approaches to fi lling the talent 
pipeline. The state is building more 
fl exibility into its hiring practices, 
such as adding new entry-level titles 
where new staff  can train on the 
job, “creating many pathways in.” 

“You maybe have certifi cations 
only or you have a two-year degree, 
you might have military experience 
that’s relevant or some other work 
experience beyond educational 
requirements,” she said. “We’re 
trying to create as many possible 
ways to get to talent as possible.” 

The challenges Ricker and her 
peers are confronting aren’t unique to 
government. Amped Louisville founder 
Dave Christopher started a music 
program in 2014 in Louisville, Ky., 
to give youth something productive 
to do after school. Data showed it 
was working — improved grades and 
attendance and fewer disciplinary 
issues — but he soon realized the 
parents needed help as well. He 
brought his own IT background to 
bear and introduced a program to 
equip their parents with technology 
skills. But tech employers wouldn’t 
hire them. After all, they lacked a 
four-year degree and several years’ 
experience — the same barriers faced 
by would-be government IT workers.   

“They know the work, they know how 
to get the stuff  done, they just don’t have 
that piece of paper that they can’t aff ord 
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to get and they don’t have the years of 
experience because they don’t have the 
piece of paper,” Christopher explained.  

Undeterred, Christopher began 
pursuing contracts with these same 
companies and hired his trainees to 
do the work. Eventually, the compa-
nies caught on and started hiring them 
directly into good-paying technology jobs.  

The mission of Amped Louisville 
is to “amplify and accelerate the 
economic and equity transformation 
of Black and brown communities.” 
And having a technology professional 
in the household changes the thinking 
of everyone within it about their 
economic future, Christopher said. 

“All we’re doing is we’re leveling 
the playing fi eld and making it 
such that they can then take care 
of themselves because they want to 
be independent, they want to take 
care of their own kids,” he said. 

Creative programs like Christopher’s 
and creative thinking in public-sector 
IT organizations provide reasons 
to be optimistic about the future of 
the technology workforce, inside 
and outside of government.   

By Noelle Knell  /  EditorPOINT OF VIEW

“You maybe have 
certifi cations only or you 
have a two-year degree, 
you might have military 
experience that’s relevant 
or some other work 
experience beyond 
educational requirements.”
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What is experience-driven government?
Chris Lim: Experience-driven government (EDG) 
is a unique approach to modernizing delivery 
of government services and improving the 
constituent experience. It is singularly focused 
on driving better outcomes and leading from the 
vantage point of the user. It is about delivering 
the right information or government service to 
the right person, at the right time, across their 
preferred communication channels. The main 
diff erentiator with EDG is the ability to deliver that 
personal interaction at scale and in real time. 
 
What does EDG look like in practice?
Lim: Let me share a personal story to illustrate 
the power of EDG. I had the opportunity to serve 
a young man at a community outreach center 
earlier this year. He came in asking for help 
with food and clothing. As I learned more about 
his situation, I could suggest and recommend 
additional services like job placement help. 
These were services that he did not know were 
available but as I learned more about him, I was 
able to personalize the experience for him and 
make the necessary recommendations. EDG 
works the same way, but on a digital platform. 
EDG in practice is about serving unifi ed 
constituent profi les across multiple agencies to 
deliver a consistent, seamless digital experience 
that ultimately helps users navigate the complex 
maze of government services, making real-time 
suggestions along the way.

What should state governments consider 
as they move toward EDG?
Nikhil Jain: The public expects a more 
personalized and streamlined government 
experience, but that requires people to share 
more data. At the same time, many constituents 
have low trust in government. Some states 
are overcoming this challenge by mapping 

hypothetical user journeys in advance. They 
make educated assumptions about who their 
constituents are and what data they are willing 
to share, and then carefully identify the next 
right off er. As an example, users applying for 
health services usually don’t want an agency to 
use their sensitive health data in social media 
advertising, but they may want to see tailored 
health service recommendations on a diff erent 
channel, like email. Nuanced personalization 
should be built into any technology that powers 
that experience, and that’s at the core of EDG.

Where does digital equity fi t into EDG? 
Jain: Digital equity and EDG are both about 
meeting people where they are. That might mean 
reaching them on a diff erent outreach channel 
based on their broadband connection, off ering 
them language translations or modifying the 
experience to make it more accessible. Then, as 
we think of the constituent’s broader journey, can 
we save those languages or accessibility settings 
to their profi le for all future outreach? In doing so, 
we can reach constituents about vital services in 
their preferred way and drive broader equity goals 
for the public.  

What steps help move the needle on 
improving the constituent experience 
and digital equity?
Lim: Governments can start by modernizing one 
department and then extending that consistent 
design framework across other websites so 
constituents come to associate a trusted brand 
and experience with that government entity. As 
agencies build trust, they can collect more data 
with consent, helping them foster a data-driven 
culture that drives a better understanding of their 
users’ digital journeys. This data collection supports 
the creation of the unifi ed constituent profi le, which 
ensures, for example, that users don’t have to type 
their address into fi ve diff erent agency websites. 
By personalizing the experience and gaining trust 
over time, governments can deliver signifi cant 
time savings, cross-agency service delivery and 
economic impact. These are the foundational 
elements that set the stage for EDG.

Experience-Driven Government

© 2022 e.Republic. All rights reserved.

Adobe has worked with 

many agencies, such as the 

state of Illinois, the state of 

Oklahoma and Los Angeles 

Department of Public 

Social Services, guiding 

them through key exer-

cises to help identify their 

constituents’ personas and 

mapping appropriate jour-

neys based on accessibility 

and anticipated needs. 

The Adobe Digital Strategy 

Group executes custom 

experience mapping exer-

cises and is available for 

private consultation. 

Contact us for 
more by emailing 
jameshanson@adobe.com.

Nikhil Jain 

Chris Lim

A CENTER FOR DIGITAL GOVERNMENT Q&A | ADOBE

In this Q&A, Nikhil Jain, digital strategy consultant for Adobe, and Chris Lim, 
public sector sales leader for Adobe, discuss how state governments must 
shift to a constituent-centric focus that simplifi es, personalizes and improves 
the user experience.
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govtech.com/extra: 
Updates from Government Technology’s daily online news service.

Reaching Out

WHO SAYS?
“You wouldn’t build a bathroom without a sink, and you shouldn’t 

build a parking lot without a charging station. That’s just where 

we’re at now.”

 govtech.com/quotedecember2022

Since 2020, San Diego County, Calif., has seen a 10 percent increase in people experiencing 
homelessness, a number it hopes to lower with tech. A policy passed by the county Board 
of Supervisors enabled the creation of a system that will use multiple data points to identify 
individuals who may be at risk of becoming homeless so the county can then off er aid. Plus, 
an app will connect county staff  to those people who need services quickly and effi  ciently, as 
well as help the county monitor homeless encampments in real time.

CYBER SCHOOL
As part of its whole-of-state cybersecurity 

initiative, the Indiana Offi  ce of Technology will 

partner with Purdue University and Indiana 

University to help local governments evaluate 

their security. With state funding, the schools will 

provide at least 342 cybersecurity assessments 

to local entities over four years, giving them 

insights to then plan their cyber strategies and 

also help the state better direct its investments 

and policies to make the most impact.

MOST READ STORIES ONLINE:
Colorado.gov Downed in ‘Suspected 

Foreign’ Cyber Attack  

Cook County Launches Guaranteed Income 

Pilot With Help from Tech  

Pro-Russia Hackers Claim Credit for State 

Website Disruptions  

No Internet, Now What? A New York 

Village Plans for the Worst  

Pennsylvania CIO John MacMillan to 

Depart in November 

Autonomous On-Demand Transit Comes 

to Rural Minnesota 
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Granicus, a major player in the gov tech market, further grew its empire when it acquired 
Rock Solid Technologies for an undisclosed amount. Rock Solid, which sells citizen 
engagement tools, marks Granicus’ 11th acquisition. The deal is in keeping with a market-
wide trend toward integrated platforms for state and local government, condensing multiple 
services under one vendor.
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Why is now the best time for government 
agencies to pursue disruptive change?
There are many converging forces that are challenging govern-
ments in ways they have never seen before. The pandemic gave 
us a once-in-a-generation opportunity with new federal funding to 
modernize legacy systems with technology that’s fl exible, scalable, 
and secure. A modern foundation in the cloud helps governments 
start faster, spend less money, and adapt in real time to the evolv-
ing needs of their employees and constituents, including inclusion, 
diversity, and equity goals and addressing workforce challenges. 
It’s no longer about whether governments can afford to upgrade. 
It’s about investments that get the best outcomes.

What can agencies achieve by pushing 
the envelope on modernization?
A few of my favorite stories from the pandemic:

West Virginia stood up a virtual unemployment services 
call center in 72 hours that can take 60,000 calls a day, 
with 96% not needing an agent. 
New York state installed a health data lake in 11 days, 
allowing near-real-time, data-driven decisions on things 
like tracking COVID-19 hotspots and getting personal 
protection equipment to those in need. 
Arizona worked with cities and counties to create a 
mobile app that connects its homeless population to
multiple programs they may be eligible for.

What are some best practices you’ve 
learned from these success stories?
We’ve found that effective projects have:  

Strong leaders: Rather than just talk about change, 
they secure the senior leadership team’s conviction and 
alignment with their objectives. 
Aggressive goals: Leaders spell out what they aim to 
accomplish, by when, and how they will measure it.
Skills training: Agencies invest in their people and bring 
them along for the AWS Cloud journey, teaching them how 
to do their jobs in new and better ways. 
Prudent beginnings: There’s no need to do everything at 
fi rst. Agencies can fi nd lots of easy things to move to the AWS 
Cloud while developing a model for governance and security. 

How did these projects’ leaders 
overcome resistance to change?
Each one had a champion with a vision of what better government 
looked like. They rallied their teams to align with their vision and 
communicate to stakeholders when they had pushback. For those 
who don’t buy in at fi rst, you must meet them where they’re at 
and understand their objections. Data and use cases can help 
you overcome interruptions and keep projects moving.  

What does it mean to be a future-ready 
government?
We encourage agencies to focus on:

Workforce enablement and training:  Employees need 
relevant, modern skills and a culture that keeps them happy 
and continuously adapting to constituents’ needs. 
Constituent engagement: Strive for Amazon-like 
interactions. Can your customers ask, “Alexa, how do I access 
this government service?” 
Business continuity: Can your residents access their critical 
services if your data center loses power? If not, you need to 
get moving on that.  
Real-time data analytics: We’re seeing a wave of new 
chief data offi cer roles across government organizations. If 
you don’t have one now, you will soon. 
Processes and systems modernization: Start with 
people, processes, and technology, in that order. Put the right 
folks with the right skills in the right roles. Don’t try to shove 
paper- or mainframe-based processes into new technology 
solutions. Stop buying hardware, putting it in your basement 
and waiting years for systems to go live. 

Any last words?
Think big. Start small. Go fast.

This is the most optimal time for government agencies 
to reinvent themselves and the constituent experience. 
Morgan Reed, executive government advisor with Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) and former chief information offi cer 
with the state of Arizona, explains why in this Q&A.

©2022 e.Republic. All rights reserved.

Disruptive change is well within 
reach for government agencies

A CENTER FOR DIGITAL GOVERNMENT Q&A | AWS

Amazon Web Services (AWS) Worldwide Public Sector helps 
government, education, and nonprofi t customers deploy 
cloud services to reduce costs, drive effi ciencies, and increase 
innovation across the globe. With AWS, you only pay for what 
you use, with no up-front physical infrastructure expenses or 
long-term commitments. Public Sector organizations of all sizes 
use AWS to build applications, host websites, harness big data, 
store information, conduct research, improve online access for 
citizens, and more. AWS has dedicated teams focused on helping 
our customers pave the way for innovation and, ultimately, make 
the world a better place through technology. Contact us to learn 
how AWS can help you with your biggest IT challenges.

aws.amazon.com/stateandlocal/digital-government/

ADVERTISEMENT

aws.amazon.com/stateandlocal/digital-government/
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In the smart city world, the often-
overlooked trash truck and its humble 
sanitation worker are emerging 

as prime sources of data collection, 
application and insight. Data-driven 
enhancements can range from better 
trash pickup itself to a set of ancillary 
services that include snow removal, 
recycling and inspections. If one 
considers sanitation workers as the 
collectors of not just trash, but also of 
data, one can see even more opportunity. 

In a recent conversation with Dan 
Parker, the former director of solid 
waste services for Indianapolis and 
now chief of staff  for the mayor, he 
noted, “Our drivers know more about 
the neighborhood than anyone else 
who does not live there. They know 
who has moved, which houses are 
vacant, the conditions of the yard 
and the dwelling.” And in his words, 
“If only we had better methods to 
collect and curate that information.”  

Columbus, Ohio, recently took a 
few steps to achieve Parker’s vision. 
Tim Swauger, administrator of 
Refuse Collection in the Columbus 
Department of Public Service, has 
incorporated several technology 
solutions into bulk waste pickup 
in order to increase effi  ciency and 
improve service levels. Swauger has 

been administrator 
for six years and took 
over after the city 
had completed fl eet 
conversion to trucks 
that automated the trash 
container pickup for 
the more than 344,000 
households that receive 
weekly service. During 
his term, Columbus 

has constantly looked for ways to 
introduce state-of-the-art technology.  

Customers benefi t from easier, more 
immediate and more easily under-
stood processes. Now, residents may 
go online or use an app to schedule a 
bulk pickup, which is then populated 
into the Refuse Collection routing 
system. Call center service represen-
tatives are also equipped with better 
information for scheduling pickups 
as well as responding to complaints. 
The documentation that accompa-
nies a digital system provides benefi ts 
when a resident presents an issue. 

“If a complaint comes in concerning 
a missed pickup or property damage, 
the photos taken from the truck 
show what was at the curb when our 
crew serviced the address,” Swauger 
said. “Those photos assist the call 
center operators in determining what 
occurred and whether a truck should 
be dispatched for a missed pickup.”  

Route confi guration is also a 
core benefi t. Using much better and 
more quickly available data, Refuse 
Collection now estimates weight at the 
curb and then optimizes the routes. 
According to Swauger, “We were able 
to reconfi gure smaller routes and 
increase productivity. We know week 
by week what our tonnage is. We take 
our historical graphs of those ebbs and 
fl ows throughout the season and adjust 
our routes based on historical data.”  

As a result of a deep integration 
with the city’s GIS system, the 
confi gured route is delivered as turn-
by-turn directions to the cab of the 
refuse truck. And if a truck breaks 
down on the route, supervisors 
can immediately calculate how 
much tonnage remains and where, 

then immediately reorganize the 
day’s collection and determine 
whether to dispatch another crew.  

Marcus Seas, the Columbus 
GIS analyst for Refuse Collection, 
emphasizes the importance of GIS 
technology, pointing out that he uses 
ArcMap with the department’s new 
solid waste software to rebalance 
routes. “We maintain all our customer 
addresses using a polygon shapefi le,” 
he explained, referring to the type of 
fi le ArcGIS uses to store geographic 
information. “Any address points within 
that polygon are our customers. We add 
customers anytime a new residential unit 
or multifamily complex comes online.” 

Seas digitized all their routes and 
created dashboards for supervisors 
who can now quickly monitor and 
adjust routes and determine work 
progress through the GIS tools.  

The extent of the data also helps 
the city in its eff orts to encourage 
resident sustainability practices. Data is 
collected, analyzed and used to identify 
areas where sustainability measures 
can be improved to reduce the waste 
stream. This data allows for hot spot 
mapping to target bad waste practices.  

Which takes us back to Dan Parker’s 
vision. These sanitation workers and 
their trucks, as they become more 
digitally equipped, can be the eyes of 
a responsive city. Information that 
can be gathered ranges from sensors 
that can spot emerging potholes to 
ways to capture insights about where 
a block needs better services for things 
like illegal dumping, abandoned cars 
or graffi  ti. Often the limitations on 
disruptive innovation will be driven by 
offi  cials’ ability to imagine new practices 
and new public employee capacity.  

Trash to Treasure 
Waste collection is an often-underutilized source of municipal data. 

Stephen Goldsmith 
is a professor at 

Harvard Kennedy 

School and director 

of the Innovations in 

Government Program 

and Data-Smart City 

Solutions. The former 

mayor of Indianapolis, 

his latest book is 

The Responsive City: 

Engaging Communi-

ties through Data-

Smart Governance.

By Stephen GoldsmithBECOMING DATA SMART 
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Expertise meets innovation — 
Explore what’s possible with Tyler + NIC
Since early 2021, Tyler and NIC have worked 

together to create the industry leader in digital 

government and payment solutions. Together, 

Tyler and NIC focus on driving positive outcomes 

for government and the communities and people 

they serve through broad services, platforms, and 

technology off erings. Learn more about Tyler and 
NIC’s off -the-shelf products and tailored services.

Why should government leaders com-
mit to crea  ng consistent, fric  onless 
cons  tuent experiences across local, 
state and federal agencies?

Our research has consistently found 
that four out of fi ve people prefer a 
digital or electronic interac  on with 
their local, state or federal government. 
The same research also shows that 
cons  tuents don’t know where to go for 
services. These data points reinforce that 
a commitment to improving the delivery 
of digital services is important. And, that 
the journey is not yet done.  

What should a seamless 
cons  tuent journey look like?

We’ve all been involved in discussions 
about delivering an Amazon-like experi-
ence when cons  tuents seek government 
services. To us, that means providing 
a digital pla  orm accessible from any 
device that is personalized to the user 
through a one-stop resident engagement 
portal — and this seamless experience 
follows users if they need to visit a 
government offi  ce in person. The digital 
pla  orm should also provide government 
administrators with the tools they need 
to engage residents — either in person 
or digitally. In short, a cons  tuent should 
expect their encounter to be consistent, 
simple and connected — a truly seamless 
user experience.  

What’s the greatest obstacle to 
making these user journeys a reality?

There are mul  ple challenges to cre-
a  ng a seamless cons  tuent experience. 
For example, every government en  ty is 
focused on its own mission — which 

may or may not align with the missions 
of other agencies. We focus on the 
common thread that connects every 
agency: the cons  tuent. An engagement 
pla  orm focused on the cons  tuent ex-
perience can fi nd the connec  ng points 
among the  ers of government and help 
eliminate obstacles. 

Where should jurisdic  ons start 
when crea  ng connec  ons that 
span mul  ple agencies? 

The fi rst step is understanding who 
your customers are and what they need. 
How o  en do they interact with your 
agency? What other agencies do they 
need to connect with and what are 
the commonali  es? Data and insight 
tools can help you get those answers. 
For example, in Virginia we developed 
a digital government service that let 
unemployed residents quickly apply 
for and receive payments during the 
pandemic. Agency leaders increased the 
value of the service by connec  ng it to 
the rent-relief program. Two diff erent 
agencies found a way to serve the same 
Virginians seamlessly through 
a connected approach. 

Which technology tools provide 
an a  rac  ve star  ng point for 
these kinds of projects?

Just as rules and laws change for gov-
ernment, so does technology. A proven, 
fl exible cons  tuent engagement pla  orm 
is a cri  cal star  ng point. A cons  tuent 
engagement pla  orm needs founda  onal 
components that focus on cons  tuent 
self-service, data and insights, iden  ty 
management, and low-code service 

builders. Elements like security, elec-
tronic payments and customer service 
must be consistent and always meet 
the current requirements. A successful 
technology pla  orm enables agencies to 
meet their goal of driving digital govern-
ment growth while rapidly introducing 
innova  ve solu  ons.

How will the newly combined 
Tyler and NIC impact government 
customers?

Both companies are long-  me believ-
ers in a be  er cons  tuent experience 
and connected government. We have 
delivered digital government services to 
local, state and federal government since 
the era of green screens and dial-up 
modems — which gives Tyler and NIC an 
unmatched footprint across mul  ple lev-
els of government. Couple this with our 
vision for connected government, and 
it makes me excited about what we can 
deliver for our public sector partners.

Can constituent interactions flow seamlessly across levels of government — local, state and 
federal? It’s a worthy goal that’s within reach, says Angela Fultz Nordstrom, vice president for 
strategy and growth with the NIC Division of Tyler Technologies. In this Q&A, she discusses 
this important issue.

Pu   ng People at the Center of Services
Crea  ng a seamless user experience across agencies and jurisdic  ons

A CENTER FOR DIGITAL GOVERNMENT Q&A | TYLER TECHNOLOGIES    ADVERTISEMENT
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1
What are some of the guiding 
strategies for Minnesota IT?  

You can’t make progress unless 

you’re given an opportunity to work 

on things that really make a diff erence, 

and our executive branch agencies 

trust us to deliver on the technology 

components for their missions. Overall, 

the vision that Gov. [Tim] Walz set forth 

in the One Minnesota Plan has allowed 

us to make a diff erence. We’re centered 

around several major areas. One is our 

connected culture. Another is promoting 

a people-centered digital government. 

There’s also our work surrounding 

data and cybersecurity, not just across 

the executive branch but across all of 

Minnesota.   

 We’ve been fortunate that Gov. 

Walz issued an executive order that 

created the Blue Ribbon Executive 

Council on Technology, which has 

since become permanent as the 

Minnesota Technology Advisory 

Council. It has experts not just from 

FOUR QUESTIONS

In his time with Minnesota, CIO Tarek Tomes has helped build a culture of 

collaboration, benefiting from shared expertise in order to move the state’s tech 

work forward. This has resulted in a range of tangible results, from a new Office of 

Transformation and Strategy Delivery to a streamlined benefits portal. Tomes recently 

took some time to discuss what he’s working on now. 

The second major focus is around 

delivery, hyper-focused on delivering 

value as fast as possible and a larger 

transformation to a more agile delivery 

mechanism. It goes hand in hand with the 

product approach we’re taking. We try 

to de-emphasize the nature of a project, 

because a project has a beginning and an 

end, but the work we do to serve people 

doesn’t end. We need to make sure there 

is a continued evolution to the services 

we’re delivering.  

3
What are some advantages 
to a streamlined benefi ts 
portal? It’s important to start 

with what it does — it’s our portal that 

provides a number of human services 

programs, including food assistance, 

cash assistance, housing support and 

child-care assistance. It’s an entryway 

to some of the most important services 

we provide. We’ll soon be adding 

support for additional populations. This 

is a service area where the application 

process used to take well over an hour 

to complete, and it serves some of our 

most vulnerable Minnesotans.  

  Since we’ve launched this entryway, 

over a half million people have been 

served, and it now takes less than 15 

minutes to complete the application 

process. It’s a beacon for what’s 

possible and an example we look to 

replicate across the executive branch. 

4
How does increasing accessibility 
help with digital inclusion? There 

were a number of people who 

abandoned the process because it was 

too complicated, because it took too 

long. In recognition that everyone is not 

as digitally connected, we also support 

digital navigators, or people who can 

support other people in successfully 

applying. The whole thing started with 

interviewing people to understand 

what is this experience like and what 

could it be like. That people-centered 

approach is what led to the design and 

the opportunities that surround it. Now 

this work doesn’t stop. 

— Zack Quaintance, Associate Editor

government but also the private sector. 

Collaborating with bodies like that and 

our business partners allows for us to 

glean from the expertise of others and 

think about how we can continue to 

move technology forward.   

2
What kind of work is the Offi  ce 
of Transformation and Strategy 
Delivery doing? One thing that’s 

important is centering the work around 

enablement, and how can we not just 

enable technology components but how 

can we enable the broader work that 

we do. The work is focused around a 

couple areas, one being transforma-

tion. One of the recommendations from 

the advisory council centered around 

a modernization timeline, an in-depth 

approach to how we modernize not just 

technology but the business processes 

and the organizational change manage-

ment that goes along with it, including 

changing from a project orientation to 

a product orientation.  

10         December 2022  //  www.govtech.com

Tarek Tomes
Minnesota Chief Information Officer and 
Commissioner of Minnesota IT Services  
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How can the cybersecurity profession tap into new talent 
pools to address the current workforce shortage? The 
answer could involve repositioning cybersecurity as “soulful 
work” that appeals to a broader spectrum of potential 
employees. Rudy Schmidt — senior U.S. director for state 
and local government, education, and healthcare at Trellix 
— explains why this approach makes sense, especially for 
cybersecurity teams in the public sector.

Q / What is soulful work and why 
should the cybersecurity profession 
embrace this perspective?
Soulful work gives employees a 
sense of satisfaction that they 
have meaningful roles to play. 
Cybersecurity offers an opportunity 
for people from all backgrounds 
to work in jobs that have a higher 
purpose. We need to cultivate a 
more inclusive environment and 
attract more diverse talent into this 
industry to fi ll the talent gap. This 
is why our own CEO challenged our 
industry to hire people from more 
diverse talent profi les. I agree: 
We should welcome the ideas and 
opinions of anybody who wants 
to help us fi ght our adversaries.

Q / What’s the most 
important thing people 
entering the cybersecurity 
profession need to know?
When I interview people for cyber-
security roles at Trellix, I tell them 
security is a 24/7 job. Our adversar-
ies are not working normal business 
hours. And the people who rely on us 

to help protect their data often report 
or discover intrusions outside of an 
8-to-5 schedule. If you have the en-
ergy to invest in a meaningful career, 
then this is the right place to do it. 

Q / How do technologies like 
artifi cial intelligence (AI) and 
machine learning (ML) help 
attract cybersecurity talent?
Government agencies often cannot 
attract qualifi ed employees for 
things like hunting malware in their 
organizations. But if agencies buy or 
invoke more AI/ML capabilities, this 
becomes an attractor for up-and-
comers who want to use leading-
edge toolsets to combat bad actors.

Q / What can government leaders 
do to improve job satisfaction 
for cybersecurity teams? 
Try consolidating and condensing 
your technologies so that, for 
example, your security analysts have 
toolsets that bring them richer, more 
consolidated pieces of information. 
Think about moving toward a 
systematic approach with AI/ML 

capabilities that minimize the number 
of vendors in your environment and 
increase the capabilities of your 
single-pane-of-glass architectures. 
If you concentrate your environment 
in a single pane of glass, you can 
ingest threats, alerts and events into 
devices that can give your people 
functional and directional capabilities 
to respond to events and alerts. 

Q / How is the security 
talent shortage affecting 
higher education?
We’re seeing a signifi cant increase 
in ransomware in higher education 
organizations. Schools need to invest 
in strengthening their cybersecurity 
programs. Many schools recognize 
what they need to do, but they 
may have only two people to 
secure their entire organization. 
There’s no way that’s enough 
people. These institutions may 
need to think about outsourcing 
their cybersecurity programs.

A ‘Soulful’ Approach to Narrowing 
the Cybersecurity Talent Gap

© 2022 e.Republic. All rights reserved.ADOBESTOCK

At Trellix, we bring your security to life. 
When your security learns and adapts at 
the speed of dynamic and malicious actors, 
tomorrow’s threats become today’s pro-
tection. We call this living security. Curious? 
Let’s connect today at www.trellix.com.

A CENTER FOR DIGITAL GOVERNMENT Q&A | TRELLIX ADVERTISEMENT
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Each year, the Center for Digital Government* surveys the nation’s cities to benchmark how they use technology 
to run their organizations and serve the public. The Digital Cities Survey is the result of that work. Following are a 
few insights off ered by this year’s data that point to where the most digitally adept cities are headed. For complete 
editorial coverage of this year’s winners, visit govtech.com/digitalcities2022.    

Digital Cities / 2022

Digital Cities 2022:

Winners
First place finishers in the smallest to 

largest population categories.

2022 Priorities

1. Cybersecurity 

2. Staffi  ng 

3. Constituent engagement/experience 

4. Business intelligence/analytics 

5. Data governance: transparency, open data

%
Outsource It
of respondents use between 50 and 199 

supplemental contractors or outsourced 

vendor-managed IT staff to augment the 

work of internal staff, and 43 percent of 

all respondents plan to use more in the 

next year to year and a half.  

12         December 2022  //  www.govtech.com *The Center for Digital Government is part of e.Republic, Government Technology’s parent company.

5G in Place? 

No   
15%

Coming in 12-18 Months    
 27% 

In Use and Mature     
22% 

In Use With Plans to Upgrade   
36% 

Schaumburg, Ill.

Avondale, Ariz.

Long Beach, Calif.

Bellevue, Wash.

San Diego, Calif.

Smart Communities
Are cities using smart parking, 

smart lighting and/or intelligent video?

No   
11%

Coming in 12-18 Months    
 20% 

In Use and Mature     
27% 

In Use With Plans to Upgrade   
42% 
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Digital Cities / 2022

 Making Remote Work
of cities have 40 percent or more of the workforce working remotely, 

 compared to 33 percent in counties and 48 percent in states. %

Coming Soon  
The following percentage of respondents 

aren’t using these emerging technologies 

today, but they plan to in the next 12 to 

18 months: 

Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning  
34% 

Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality

33% 

Conversational Agents (Chatbots)   
 39% 

Digital Assistants (Alexa, Google Assistant, Siri)  
30%

Natural Language Processing/Speech Recognition

23% 

Robotic Process Automation

27%

City IT Spending

41%
IT Internal Staff 

12%
Hardware 
(Leased, Purchased)

19%
Software 
(Licenses, Purchases)

9%IT Services
(Cloud, Infrastructure 
Services)

8%Telecommunications

4%

IT Contracted Staff 

7%
IT Services
(Contract Solutions 
Development)

Need to Hire 
Cities report needing more help in the following areas:

Cybersecurity     
84% 

Data Analytics/Business Intelligence     

79% 

Process Improvement and Modernization  
64% 

Application Building, Integration and Modernization   

54% 

Enterprise Architecture   
43% 

%
Trust No One 
of respondents do not have a 

zero-trust (cybersecurity) model 

now, but they plan to implement 

one in the next 12 to 18 months. 
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Year 
in Review

Post pandemic? It’s not gone, but it’s no longer the top story. But lessons from COVID-19 and its aftermath 
are visible across the government technology landscape. Government had to be more fl exible about where 
and how work is done, and there’s no going back. And the shift to remote has had tangible consequences 
on the work of IT. Attack surfaces have changed and cybersecurity strategies have evolved along with 
them. Modernization moved from a longer-term goal to a more immediate imperative as vulnerabilities of 
older systems were exposed. And digital inequities are now being confronted not as fringe pet projects 
but as central policy priorities. On the pages that follow, we summarize the major news events of 2022 as 
covered by GT.  

Throughout the story, we’ve defi ned terms that were either new or gained momentum in 2022, marked by 
the yellow text bar and the    icon. 
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T
he Big Apple made some big 
changes at the start of the year 
when Mayor Eric Adams was 

sworn into offi  ce at midnight on Jan. 1. 
Ahead of Adams’ term, New York’s Chief 
Technology Offi  cer John Paul Farmer 
announced his departure from the 
position. Adams appointed Matt Fraser, 
previously deputy commissioner of 
IT for the NYPD, as his replacement 
and then signed an executive order 
consolidating and unifying all NYC 
tech agencies under a new Offi  ce of 
Technology and Innovation with the 
aim of breaking down silos and making 
city agencies more effi  cient. Amid 
the transition, CIO Jessica Tisch also 
announced her departure, although 
she took over as commissioner for the 
city’s sanitation department in April.  

States and localities worked to 
make sense of how to use the federal 
funds coming from the $1.2 trillion 
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs 

Act (IIJA) passed in late 2021. GovTech 
identifi ed fi ve lower-profi le elements of 
the IIJA of potential interest to state and 
local gov — like an initiative to collect 
open source transit data to improve 
how people move around cities and 
special grants for water utilities 

to invest in modern tools like asset 
management software. GT also covered 
the massive chunk of the spending 
package — nearly half — earmarked 
for transportation. With that in mind, 
GIS fi rm Esri released an interactive 
inventory of the country’s bridges to 
help identify specifi c places that could 
especially benefi t from IIJA funding. 

The seventh annual GovTech 
100 list highlighted the top tech 

companies doing business with 
the public sector and also marked 
a banner year for the market as a 
whole. Some major 2021 merger 

and acquisition activity, totaling 
$2.2 billion in the third quarter 
alone, meant the new year held 
promise for continued growth. 
Experts predicted a higher volume 
of lower-value deals going forward. 

The continued growth of remote 
and hybrid work in government 
meant more than just staff  connecting 
from home. What were previously 
considered “assistive” technologies 
— like speech-to-text — started to 
become more mainstream. This 
meant those who wouldn’t have 
been able to commute into an offi  ce 
could apply for government jobs. 
That means a wider talent pool and 
more diverse voices on staff . As 
Alaska CIO Bill Smith put it, “We’ve 
got the enduring tools now to start 
to see that on a larger scale.” 

16         December 2022  //  www.govtech.com

January

Borderless Hiring 
Hiring staff  outside a jurisdiction’s geographic boundaries. As governments have 
increasingly embraced hybrid and remote work, some have started opening job 
listings to applicants beyond a city, county or state’s borders. While the practice 
is far from commonplace — and in some places it’s legally prohibited — a handful 
of states have adopted borderless hiring and agencies like Orange County, Fla., IT 
report giving it serious consideration.
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C
oncerns about cyber attacks 
on government and critical 
infrastructure went beyond 

American borders, particularly as 
Russia began its attack on Ukraine 
in February. Cybersecurity experts 
from the Aspen Institute warned of 
Russia’s potential to use cyber threats 

and misinformation against not 

only Ukraine, but its allies as well, 
including the U.S. The Cybersecurity 
and Infrastructure Security Agency 
(CISA) advised that while no credible 
attacks on American systems had 
been made, it remains critical to 
boost defenses against attacks on 
essential infrastructure and attempts 
to undermine confi dence in the 
government. In March, Americans saw 
some of those fears come to fruition 
when cybersecurity fi rm Mandiant 
reported a hacker group backed by 
the Chinese government attacked at 
least six unnamed states, exploiting 
fl aws in the Log4j and USAHERDS 
agricultural tracking systems. 

Meanwhile, domestic hacks 
that have become the stuff  of daily 
headlines continued unabated. 
A January breach took out a 
Washington state licensing system, 
potentially exposing users’ personal 
identifi able information. Prescott, Ariz., 
refl ected on lessons learned from a 
2020 breach when bad actors took 
advantage of a weak password on an 
outdated system. Quick action from 
an employee and the FBI helped avoid 
a full-scale ransomware attack. It was 
a reminder of how simple measures 
such as password protection can 
make all the diff erence. “It’s the little 
things that end up killing you,” said 
Prescott IT Director Nate Keegan. 

The public sector has continued to 
push boundaries, using emerging tech 
in innovative ways to imagine what is 
possible for government. The police 
department in Oceanside, Calif., 
had already realized the advantages 
of using drones for search-and-

rescue operations, but has now 

February
improved procedures by using Zoom 
video conferencing to share the drone’s 
perspective across multiple smart devices. 
And the Gerald R. Ford International Airport 
in Grand Rapids, Mich., is working with 
private-sector partners on a program to 
pilot autonomous tech from ground transit 
to security to tracking planes in fl ight. 

Concerns over facial recognition 
persisted this year, with a Texas lawsuit 
alleging that Facebook, and by extension 
its parent company, Meta Platforms 
Inc., violated state law when it used the 

technology without users’ permission. While 
Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton said 
“this is yet another example of Big Tech’s 
deceitful business practices,” Meta said the 
suit is invalid, citing a November 2021 move 
to stop using facial recognition. And it wasn’t 
just states who had worries: Early this year 
the IRS announced it would require users 
of its online portal to create an account with 
identity validation fi rm ID.me, which requires 
users to submit a live video selfi e, among 
other documentation. The agency later 
abandoned the decision amid pushback. 

Hyperconverged 
Infrastructure

An IT architecture that brings together 
network, storage and computing to 
more effi  ciently allocate resources 
by managing them all in one place 
rather than separately. HCI allows for 
fl exibility, can be hosted on premise 
or in multiple clouds, and can make an 
organization more resilient in the face 
of cyber attacks or natural hazards.
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As federal funding — $65 billion 
from the IIJA — began to fl ow to help 
states and localities get high-speed 
Internet to everyone, the windfall came 
with its own set of challenges. Even 
the states that had well-established 
broadband offi  ces, like Maine, had 
never had that kind of capital at their 
disposal and grappled with how to 
make the most impact with it. Some 
cities continued a push toward a 
municipal broadband off ering, like 
Fort Collins, Colo., which aimed to get 
its utility up by the end of the summer. 
And the question of who is and is not 

served by existing coverage is not 
an easy one. Existing maps from the 
FCC are widely considered insuffi  cient, 
so while that agency works to update 
them, some jurisdictions, like Louisville, 
Ky., and Wisconsin, have undertaken 
their own eff orts to plot coverage. 

In ongoing work to solve the fi rst-
mile/last-mile transit problem, mobility 
hubs are gaining popularity as ways 
to bring together micromobility, ride-
sharing and even EV charging in one 
place. Six hubs in a Columbus, Ohio,
neighborhood, for example, include 
free public Wi-Fi and informational 
kiosks, and have been the origin or 
destination for 1,000 bike-share trips 
since their launch in July 2020. Similar 
eff orts are underway in Pittsburgh, 
Boston and Minneapolis, and transit 
experts see mobility hubs as a good fi t 
for busy cities and a vital component 
of the future of urban transit.

18         December 2022  //  www.govtech.com

With $2.75 billion in the IIJA 
earmarked for digital equity, perhaps 
one silver lining of the pandemic is that 
it laid bare the importance of ensuring 
that everyone has an equal opportunity 
to benefi t from technology through 
Internet connections, device access 
and skills training. Experts estimated 
that the number of digital inclusion 
training programs nationwide was 
three or even four times what it was 
pre-COVID as local governments, like 
Charlotte, N.C., and Caldwell County, 
Texas, worked on the ground with 
communities to close the digital divide.  

T
wo years into the COVID-19 
pandemic, cases of the virus 
were largely down, but a host 

of unanticipated challenges were left 
in its wake. The Justice Department 
reported it had found $8 billion in fraud 
through coronavirus relief programs, 
potentially a very low estimate of the 
real number. And places like San Diego 
County, Calif., declared COVID-19 
misinformation a public health crisis, 
standing up a website to help combat 
commonly believed myths and reaching 
out to the community in person and via 
text message to spread awareness. 

March

    Low-Code/No-Code  

A method of software development that doesn’t require deep technical 
coding knowledge. Users of low-code/no-code tools can build out systems 
like ERP platforms and analytics tools with point-and-click or drag-and-drop 
actions, often accompanied by robotic process automation. This allows 
organizations to buy an off -the-shelf software solution and tailor it to their 
own needs without acquiring new coding skills. A
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P
olicymakers zeroed in on 
critical infrastructure in 2022, 
taking steps toward fortifying 

the resilience of key components like 
water systems and the electrical 

grid. Reports throughout the year 
documented growing vulnerabilities, 
noting their escalating costs among 
other far-reaching consequences. In 
an April hearing convened to chart 
a path forward, federal lawmakers 
and industry offi  cials noted that the 
distributed nature of the country’s 
roughly 50,000 community water 
systems makes them uniquely hard to 
protect from cyber threats. Experts on 
hand encouraged quicker information 
sharing as well as accessible 
mitigation advice to complement 
federal eff orts like CyberSentry, 

which provides network-monitoring 
sensors to infrastructure agencies.  

The Capitol insurrection of Jan. 6, 
2021, led major social media platforms 
like Twitter and Facebook to remove 
former President Donald Trump as a 
user. But some states saw these eff orts 
as infringing on free speech, passing 
laws aimed at removing the platforms’ 
abilities to censor users. Texas and 
Florida’s anti-censorship laws now face 
legal challenges claiming government 
overreach for dictating the operating 
terms of privately run platforms. 
Meanwhile, AB 587, signed into law 
in California this year, represents 
another Jan. 6-related legislative trend. 
It requires additional transparency 
from social media companies on 
their content moderation policies 
around “hate speech, disinformation, 
extremism, harassment and foreign 
political interference,” as well as 
how they enforce those policies.   

The steady march toward 
robust digital services continued 
in 2022. Virtual justice, for one, 
is getting smoother, as a study of 
remote hearings in Texas attests. 
It found that remote proceedings 
take longer than in-person hearings 
because many more people can 
participate. Court systems may also 
need to hire technology bailiff s 
to keep virtual justice glitch-free. 

April

More states are also moving toward 
digital driver’s licenses. Additional 
momentum is coming from Apple, 
which added the ability to include a 
digital ID in Apple Wallet in several 
more states this year. Many digital 
services eff orts are focused on 
equity, like a new aff ordable housing 
portal in Newark, N.J., that off ers a 
searchable platform for residents to 
fi nd places to live in their price range.    

Does government care about 
crypto? The wide world of digital 

currency has captured the attention 
of many a state legislature, with 37 
states considering related bills in 
the 2022 session. While some like 
Colorado are laying groundwork for 
accepting virtual currency to pay for 
things, including state taxes, others 
like Hawaii are looking to regulate 
digital currency companies them-
selves. Many other states, including 
North Dakota, are focused on growing 
cryptocurrency-related industry. The 
Biden administration issued an execu-
tive order in March aimed at gaining a 
better understanding of crypto’s risks 
and developing a national policy 
centered on responsible innovation.  

Ghost Library  

A library without on-site staff  that 
off ers things like keyless entry, 
computers, Wi-Fi and automated 
checkout, in addition to books and 
other resource materials. Ghost 
libraries debuted overseas in 
recent years, but in 2022, the fi rst 
ghost library opened in the U.S., 
in Jeff erson County, Colo. Other 
American libraries do open for limited 
hours without staff , but most of the 
time, they are full-service facilities.   
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S
haring threat intelligence 
across government and 
private industry has been 

hotly debated in recent years as 
stakeholders have sought to defi ne 
what should be shared about known 
vulnerabilities. Arming organizations 
with necessary information needs to 
be balanced against exposing those 
who are aff ected to further threats 
and protecting the intellectual 
property of American companies. 
But in May, CISA published an 
emergency directive for federal 
civilian agencies using unpatched 
versions of VMware software, while 
nudging other organizations to protect 
against the vulnerability as well.  

The costs of cyber threats were 
laid plain when Illinois-based Lincoln 
College announced in May that it 
would close its doors permanently 
after more than 150 years. While the 
institution cited fi nancial uncertainty 
and low enrollment, offi  cials also said 
a recent ransomware attack was a 
signifi cant contributor to the decision. 
While the incident did not expose 
sensitive data, it did cripple several 
critical systems, including those used 
to recruit, retain and fundraise.  

A report released earlier in the 
year from Sophos points to a lack of 
consistent reporting rules across K-12 
and higher education, which makes 
the exact toll of the ransomware 
threat on education hard to quantify. 

It did fi nd, however, that K-12 schools 
are a little less likely to pay the 
ransom when hit with an attack.   

Infrastructure continues to 
grow ever smarter, as pilots and 
testbeds of connected technologies 
increase in size. In one example, 
a multistakeholder partnership in 
southern Georgia will expand to 
18 miles along Interstate 85. “The 
Ray” testing ground will feature six 
roadside units that collect data from 
connected vehicles and transmit it 
to a traffi  c management platform to 
glean real-time insights that can make 
for smoother travels. This “vehicle 
to everything” system is currently 
being used in Colorado and Utah.   

The pandemic has forced many real 
estate decisions as governments look 
to downsize their physical footprint due 
to increased remote work. Paired with 
growing confi dence in as-a-service 
technologies, this has cleared the 
way for smaller data centers. Utah, 
for one, had to move to a diff erent 
data center site once its facility was 

targeted for demolition. But CIO Alan 
Fuller told GT the state is using it as 
a chance to advance its multicloud 
strategy, migrating what they can to 
the cloud and working toward cloud for 
the services and applications that still 
need space in the new data center.  

And New York’s cloud journey 
likely sounds familiar to many state 
technology leaders too: CIO Angelo 

“Tony” Riddick reports that the state 
is not quite ready to end its mainframe 
dependence, citing signifi cant systems 
that still run on the legacy technology. 
Riddick views mainframe as a service 
as the bridge to the state’s next cloud 
chapter. A September feature in the 
print magazine considers the broad 
question of how views on as-a-service 
technologies have evolved. Though 
“cloud-bound” is an apt descriptor 

for most large organizations, it’s a 
topic that remains hard to pin down. As 
one expert said: “People say they’re 
not in the cloud very much, and when 
you start asking questions, it turns out 
that they’re very much in the cloud.” 

May

Sky computing
 
As one might gather, sky computing sits above the cloud and aims to make 
independent, incompatible cloud platforms interoperable with one another. 
According to two professors at the University of California, Berkeley, sky 
computing would enable true multicloud application development with three 
layers (compatibility, intercloud and peering) that together “fulfi ll the vision of 
utility computing” that the cloud was supposed to realize. 

“People say they’re 
not in the cloud very 
much, and when 
you start asking 
questions, it turns 
out that they’re very 
much in the cloud.”

Year in Review
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V
iewed as the next phase 
beyond the “trust but 
verify” strategy, the 2022 

cybersecurity term of the year 
was “zero trust.” Government 
organizations are now working toward 
establishing zero-trust environments 
that acknowledge that protecting the 
perimeter is no longer suffi  cient. At 
the RSA conference in June, NIST’s 
National Cybersecurity Center of 
Excellence released some zero-trust 
guidance, albeit in draft form, for those 
looking to get started. Also on the 
minds of government cybersecurity 
practitioners is the federal funding 
aimed at bolstering the country’s 
collective posture, which could help 
on the path to zero trust. At RSA, 
experts off ered tips on when to expect 
the much-anticipated money ($200 
million in 2022, $800 million in the 
next three years) and how to prepare.  

Hacktivism, or malicious cyber 
activity carried out in response to 
controversial moves by government 
entities, is nothing new, but the latest 
round is taking aim at states with 
restrictive abortion laws. Ransomware 
group SiegedSec got its start just 
before the Russia/Ukraine confl ict 
and claimed to have breached state 
servers in Kentucky and Arkansas 
after the June Supreme Court decision 
overturning Roe v. Wade. This example, 
one among many, underscores the 
vulnerability of digital assets, like 
valuable government-held data, 
in times of political upheaval.   

June also saw some major 
changes for IT operations in 
Chicago. Mayor Lori Lightfoot not 
only named a new CIO in Kurt 
Peterson, but she also released a 

new digital services strategy that 
prioritizes equitable, transparent 
services for Chicagoans using more 
modern systems. Other stated goals 
include decreasing the amount of IT 
expertise needed at the department 
level and prioritizing data integrity 
throughout the organization. 
Peterson now runs the Bureau of 
Innovation and Technology in the 
Department of Assets, Information 
and Services, while appointee 
Nick Lucius, chief technology 
offi  cer in the Offi  ce of the Mayor, 
leads eff orts to make services and 
connectivity more widely available.  

If you want a new gas-powered 
car and you live in California, you 
should make that purchase in the 
next dozen or so years. A proposal 
fi rst heard in June by the California 
Air Resources Board would ban 

gas-powered car sales after 2035. 
Experts view the idea, that several 
other states have also vowed to 
adopt, as a watershed moment: 
“the most sweeping, transformative 
regulations in the history of our 
industry.” The agency voted 
unanimously in August to adopt the 
proposal, with New York state making 
a similar move in late September.  

Skeptics wonder whether current 
electric vehicle charging infrastructure 
is ready for the transition, but federal 
support for a national electric vehicle 
charging infrastructure network is sure 
to help, with $7.5 billion set aside 
to get the ball rolling. Many varieties 
of regional partnerships and even 
multistate coalitions are cropping up to 
coordinate planning work in advance 
of the funding’s release, with experts 
urging a data-driven approach. 

June
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 Zero Trust 

A cybersecurity strategy that 
limits access to data and services 
regardless of whether a device or 
an account was previously trusted. 
Zero trust requires continual 
authentication and tightly restricts 
access to only those resources 
that are absolutely necessary to 
accomplish the job at hand. Zero-
trust approaches are diff erent 
from previous methods that 
allowed broad access once a user 
logged in, requiring more stringent 
methods of identity proofi ng and 
the widespread use of other tools 
like encryption.

Year in Review
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I
f the metaverse concept was not 
mainstream before, it certainly 
got there in 2022, and part of that 

involved making inroads in the public 
sector. A specifi c example was in 
higher education. In July, a group of 10 
universities announced that it would be 
embracing the metaverse in a big way, 
doing so by launching metaversities. 
This will involve the creation of digital 
twin replica campuses, within which 
students will use virtual reality 

headsets to attend classes. To make 
this happen, these universities — which 
vary in location, size and mission — are 
partnering with the private companies 
VictoryXR and Meta.  

The year also saw Google Fiber 
making somewhat of a return. Back 
in 2016, Google Fiber — which is its 
namesake company’s high-speed 
Internet service — put all future 
expansion on hold, and for fi ve years, 
very little happened with Google Fiber.

In 2022, however, the provider unveiled 
plans to expand to Des Moines, Iowa, 
its fi rst new market since the hold. By 
year’s end, Google Fiber shared plans 
to expand into 22 new markets spread 
across fi ve states. In addition, the 
provider has started pushing its standard 
speeds upward, promising to eventually 
reach 100 gig symmetrical Internet. 

How has the government 
technology workforce changed over 
the past 10 years? A Government
Technology analysis of data from the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics traced the 
growth of the gov tech workforce, while 
also comparing it to the private sector. 
The fi ndings showed that over the past 
decade, the overall government IT 
workforce grew by 8. 7 percent, now 
making up 3.6 percent of the overall 
tech industry. There was some major 

July

variance by state, however, with some 
growing much more — Nevada — and 
others contracting — Iowa. Pay also 
varied greatly by region. 

Cybersecurity remained atop 

most priority lists in government 
technology as it has for years, but the 
thinking around some cybersecurity 
best practices continued to evolve. 
Specifi cally, as the cost of cyber 
insurance and the requirements to get it 
continued rising, some in government 
IT turned to other options, including 
self insurance, which means budgeting 
funds to cover emergency costs, rather 
than shelling out for premiums. In fact, 
Colorado Chief Information Security 
Offi  cer Ray Yepes went so far as to say 
this summer that “almost every state is 
self-insured, and if not, they’re working 
to become self-insured.” 

Metaverse
A virtual reality space where people interact with other users and with a computer-
generated environment much the same way they do in real life. The metaverse is not 
new, not entirely, dating back nearly 20 years with the creation of online multimedia 
platforms like Second Life. In 2022, however, government has started to plan for and 
embrace the concept in diff erent ways, chief among them higher education. S
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I
n 2022, the Phoenix Fire 

Department launched a new 

drone program. Several years 
in the making, the Phoenix Fire 
Department Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems Program is one of the fi rst 
municipal drone fl eets in the country,
and the idea behind it is that fi refi ghters 
can use the drones to better respond to 
incidents. From brush fi res to mountain 
rescues, fi re offi  cials say that having 
access to 360-degree aerial imagery 
is a tremendous asset in emergency 
situations. The drones stream footage 
from the skies to monitors watched 
by incident commanders, who use 
the feeds to make decisions in real 
time. Now that the fi re department in 

Phoenix has created the groundwork 
for its drone fl eet, the technology 
could also soon spread to other 
agencies or even other cities.  

A 2022 report by the Mineta 
Transportation Institute at San Jose 
State University in California found that 
ransomware attacks in public transit 
were up 186 percent since June 2020.
To respond, agencies need to prioritize 
cybersecurity within their management 
structures, ideally by hiring a chief 
information security offi  cer. Public 
transit agencies should also be writing 
security requirements into RFPs for 
tech purchases or upgrades. A chief 
cause for concern is that as transit tech 
evolves into a more holistic ecosystem 

August
— with integrated micromobility, 
autonomous vehicles, expanded use 
of Wi-Fi and more — it opens new 
entry points for outside interference.
Addressing the cyber challenge is 
especially important looking ahead, 
with the Infrastructure Investment and 
Jobs Act putting $66 billion toward 
public transit, money that will in part 
be used to modernize. 

While government cybersecurity 
can sometimes feel like an abstract 
issue to the public, in 2022 breaches 
created issues in people’s everyday 
lives. Specifi cally, a malware attack 
on a third-party vendor led to a 
widespread outage of public benefi ts, 
with at least 17 states as well as 
the District of Columbia reporting 
service interruptions. The cyber attack 
against workforce software developer 
Geographic Solutions left residents in 
those states unable to access public 
job search sites as well as online 
unemployment claims systems. While 
this issue lasted for a matter of days, 
rather than weeks, it still gave insight 
into potential vulnerabilities for public 
benefi t systems, making clear why 
cybersecurity is so important with 
the central IT shop of any state or 
local government. 

Technical/Innovation Debt
The costs that can result from not investing in new 
technologies, as well as not evaluating and improving 
platform capabilities. For example, cybersecurity threats 
continue to become more complex, but newer technologies 
are easier to protect. So, innovation debt means the cost 
government might incur from choosing not to upgrade tech, 
leaving itself open to cyber vulnerabilities.

Year in Review
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September
T

his year saw a long-awaited 
development in government 
support of national cybersecurity, 

with the release of the Notice of 
Funding Opportunity for the State and 
Local Cybersecurity Grant Program.
Essentially, more details and a fi rmer 
timeline became available for the 
federal plans to disburse $1 billion 
for cybersecurity over the next four 
years. In specifi cs, September’s release 
related to $183.5 million for states, 
with 80 percent of that going to local 
governments and 25 percent going 
to rural communities. This all adds up 
to the federal government making a 
major investment in state and local 
government cybersecurity. 

Government Technology’s Digital 
States Survey, presented by the Center 
for Digital Government,* went live in 
September, and several commonalities 
among states emerged. Chief among 
them was that pandemic-era changes 
around remote work and increased 
digital services delivery are seemingly 
here to stay. Human-centered design 
techniques also continued becoming 
more prevalent, an ongoing culture shift 
that plays nicely with the acceleration 
in digital services delivery. Other 
takeaways were that cybersecurity 
unsurprisingly remained top of mind,
while states also upped their focus 
on data, both in terms of how to best 

glean insights from it as well as how to 
protect individual privacy. 

Speaking of pandemic-era develop-
ments, digital equity remained a focus 
of local governments nationwide. In 
fact, several jurisdictions continued to 
push ahead with digital inclusion work. 
Boston, for example, took a closer 
look at online forms with fi elds such 
as gender. Oakland, Calif., meanwhile, 
began to extend a successful pro-
gram that connected school kids to 
high-speed Internet throughout the 
entire community, while Mesa, Ariz., 
made great strides with RFPs aimed at 
boosting competition among private 
Internet service providers. For these 
jurisdictions and others, digital equity 
is poised to remain an area of focus
for the foreseeable future. 

In September Government 
Technology also examined the state 
of hybrid work in the public sector, 
fi nding that many tech leaders in 
city, county and state government 
have rolled out new policies or are 
in the process of doing so. For many 
jurisdictions, what remote and 

hybrid work will look like long 

term is fl uid, but nearly everyone 
we spoke with agreed that work had 
been changed by the pandemic, 
necessitating a greater level of 
fl exibility for state and local gov to 
recruit and retain tech talent. 

26         December 2022  //  www.govtech.com *The Center for Digital Government is part of e.Republic, Government Technology’s parent company.
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Quishing and Smishing

New cybersecurity threats that target users via QR codes and mobile phones as the attack platforms. 
Quishing is generally used in combination with email phishing, using QR codes to direct users to a 
scam website that asks for an email address, ultimately sending out a phishing attack. Smishing is 
essentially a phishing attack that is sent via text (SMS) messages to mobile devices. 

Year in Review
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G
lobal cyber threats to state 
and local government became 
very real in early October 

when colorado.gov was taken offl  ine 
in an attack that also had several other 
state agencies in its crosshairs. The 
state acted quickly to notify the public 
and make the most popular services 
available on a temporary site, reporting 
that it had fully recovered by the close 
of the next business day. Colorado 
offi  cials communicated early and often 
throughout the outage, though as GT 
reported in the October magazine, some 
in government prefer to keep details 
about cyber incidents closer to the vest 
to avoid being further victimized.   

In Cook County, Ill., adults at or 
below the poverty line established 
by the federal government will soon 

N
ov. 8 marked a midterm 
election across the country, 
with 36 races for governor 

and countless other consequential 
contests down the ballot. With the 
2020 presidential election and the 
Jan. 6, 2021, insurrection barely in the 
rearview mirror, secretaries of state and 
their equivalents in local communities 
engaged in unprecedented eff orts 
to combat false and misleading 
narratives taking root and aff ecting 
voter turnout and the outcomes of 

be able to apply for a universal 
basic income program called the 
Promise Guaranteed Income Pilot. 
The two-year program, expected to 
start in December, will send monthly 
payments to residents, supported 
by funds from the American Rescue 
Plan Act. Most are expected to apply 
through an online portal built with 
user-centered design principles, with 
services available in 12 languages.  

October

November

And as chief data offi  cers convened 
at the Bloomberg CityLab conference 
in Amsterdam, they refl ected on all of 
those hastily built data dashboards 
that sprung up as the COVID-19 
crisis took hold. The rush to visualize, 
many argued, resulted in tools that 
failed to provide enough context 
to tell the whole story of COVID-19 in 
communities. “What we ought to be 
asking chief data offi  cers for is decision 
support,” said Baltimore Chief Data 
Offi  cer Justin Elszasz, adding, “Don’t tell 
us you want a dashboard. Tell us you 
need help making a decision.” 

elections themselves. A big focus of 
their work was pushing out accurate 
information via offi  cial channels and 
countering misleading claims with the 
truth. Partners like the EI-ISAC  are key 
allies in getting quick responses from 
social media platforms in the event of 
verifi ed election misinformation.    

Election offi  cials across the country 
have also moved in droves toward 
voting methods that produce a 
physical record of voter choices. GT 
looked at the election technology 

landscape nationwide, including 
the one remaining state that still 
uses direct recording electronic 
systems, which don’t off er a voter-
verifi ed paper trail. While specifi c 
types of systems in use across the 
country vary, experts agree that 
election audits are far easier when 
the system includes a paper trail 
to revisit after the fact — which is 
why that holdout state, Louisiana, 
is in the process of adding that 
capability too.  

November

  Information Disorder

Information disorder refers broadly to disinformation, misinformation and malinformation and their harmful societal eff ects. 
Disinformation refers to falsehoods that are spread deliberately, while misinformation refers to untruths spread inadvertently 
by someone who believed what they were sharing was true. CISA defi nes malinformation as factual information “used out of 
context to mislead, harm or manipulate.” 
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What are the challenges of securing 
a hybrid workforce?
The threat surface expands because there 
are lots of potential physical locations and 
networks to log into — plus multiple devices 
to log in with. And the shift to cloud and 
software-as-a-service (SaaS) applications 
makes the application landscape even 
broader. Meanwhile, agencies are trying 
to provide a holistic cybersecurity defense 
that creates a compliance infrastructure for 
everything they aim to deliver. 

Do virtual private networks (VPNs) 
provide adequate security? 
VPN is about connecting to a network to 
access data and applications in a specifi c 
location. This poses a couple of challenges. 
First, hybrid work devices do not need to be 
fully connected to a network. And when they 
are connected, VPNs are more challenging to 
manage from a threat perspective. 

Second, when VPN connects you to a 
network, many of the apps you need are 
somewhere else, like a cloud service, so it’s 
often optimal to go around a VPN. Finally, 
security must accommodate both on-premises 
and cloud-based apps, which is impossible 
with a VPN.  

What’s a better approach to 
securing remote access? 
Having an application-centric approach 
to securing remote access is key. How you 
secure a client-server app may be different 
than how you secure a SaaS app. Sensitivity 
of data may also change how you choose to 

secure delivery of an application. Many of our 
customers use a combination of virtualization 
and ZTNA (zero-trust networking access) to 
secure the different types of applications they 
provide to their end users.

How does this fi t in with a 
Zero-Trust security framework? 
Gartner says that by next year, 60% of 
organizations will be moving away from 
traditional VPNs and into Zero-Trust 
architectures. A lot of that has to do with 
increased threat protection, but it’s also about 
combining a good employee experience with 
the right level of authorization. 

For instance, Zero-Trust authentication can 
help you provide adaptive network access, 
letting you turn capabilities on and off 
dynamically based upon the access scenario 
of a user. Perhaps you limit what they can 
access while using a specifi c application. Or 
perhaps when they’re using a personal device, 
you control their ability to cut and paste. 

With Zero Trust, you need to control your 
data and manage all the chaos in your network 
in a logical way. You need the secure user 
access component in your environment while 
also considering the cloud-delivered security 
of your SaaS applications.

The right security model puts together 
a stack under the Zero-Trust umbrella that 
delivers common management and visibility 
of your in-house network and your cloud 
environment. While Zero Trust focuses on 
application-by-application access, VPN is 
more focused on granular network access, 
which doesn’t work in an environment where 
all the applications don’t live in the same spot.

Government 
technology leaders 
need better 
ways to support 
remote workers 
while keeping 
networks secure. 
That’s according 
to David Smith, 
managing director 
for state and local 
government and 
aerospace and 
defense integrators 
with Citrix. He also 
explains why virtual 
private networks 
(VPNs) don’t cut it 
anymore.   

Citrix builds the secure digital workspace technology that frees people to do their very best work 
from anywhere. Our market-leading DaaS, app delivery and security, and work solutions deliver 
seamless, secure workspace experiences over any device, network, and location. We help 400,000 
customers and their 100 million users across 100 countries navigate the ever-changing world of 
work and modernize IT so they can be ready for whatever comes next. 

 A GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY Q&A | CITRIX

©2022 e.Republic. All rights reserved.
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Beyond VPN: Securing 
Access for Remote Workers
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JANUARY 

Wyoming named 
Bill Vajda as its new 
chief information 
offi  cer, with Vajda 
having previously 
served in the same 
role for Alaska.  

Carrie Bishop, who was San Francisco’s 
inaugural chief digital services offi  cer, 
departed that role after a stint that 
spanned nearly fi ve years. Bishop was 
succeeded in the role by Cyd Harrell, 
a 25-year veteran technologist with a
deep background in the public and 
nonprofi t sectors. 

Virginia CIO Nelson Moe, who held the 
position for six years, left the state after 
a new governor was elected and joined 

the private-sector 
IT fi rm Iron Bow 
Technologies. He was 
briefl y replaced by 
former Kansas IT chief 
Phil Wittmer, who 

left after just one month in the role. In April, 
Virginia transportation head Robert Osmond

took over the post. Jonathan Ozovek, the 
deputy CIO and chief operating offi  cer for the 
Virginia Information Technologies Agency, 
also left the state after Moe.  

FEBRUARY 

California Gov. Gavin Newsom appointed 
the state’s longtime CIO Amy Tong

to become secretary of the California 
Government Operations Agency. The CIO 
position was held in an interim capacity 
by deputy CIO Russ Nichols until it was 

fi lled permanently by CTO Liana Bailey-

Crimmins in June. Nichols then announced 
he would retire from state service in 
November. 

Miami’s chief information offi  cer and director 
of innovation and technology, Mike Sarasti, 
departed that role, which he had held since 
2016. He was succeeded as CIO later in the 
year by Gee Chow.  

North Carolina named Carol Burroughs

its permanent chief data offi  cer, a position 
she’d held on an interim basis since 
October 2021. 

Nigel Jacob departed from Boston’s Offi  ce 
of New Urban Mechanics, an agency he co-
founded, in order to help bring the concept 
to other cities nationwide. He’s doing that 
work at Northeastern University’s Burnes 
Center for Social Change and Innovation. 

30         December 2022  //  www.govtech.com

ON 
THE 
MOVE
Tracking the public-sector tech 
leadership changes of 2022.

Chief information offi  cers, technology offi  cers, security offi  cers, data offi  cers — these are the titles held by the people 
who helm public-sector IT shops across the country. Here we track those tech chiefs at states, cities and counties who 
tackled new roles or moved on from public service in the past year.
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A GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY Q&A | INVICTI SECURITY            

Government agencies can use automation to continuously verify the security of their applications, according 
to Mark Townsend, vice president of professional services at Invicti Security, which specializes in dynamic 
application security testing (DAST). In this Q&A, Townsend outlines why agencies should use DAST, and 
how that approach fi ts into a Zero-Trust security framework.  

What’s wrong with conventional, 
legacy methods of application 
security testing?

Older testing technologies often 
cannot provide an accurate inventory 
of applications, so agencies may not 
understand which applications have 
been deployed. Thus, with legacy app 
testing, you’re limited to what you 
know about the established tech stack. 

DAST is the only scanning 
technology that can cover all of your 
applications. It allows organizations 
to shift left and right by scanning in 
development and continuously in 
production.

How does DAST help agencies 
fi nd and close security gaps?

DAST can test an application as it 
goes live and evaluate how it interacts 
with other applications. Let’s say an 
application is vulnerable to an SQL 
injection attack. A legacy test could 
manually identify a software module 
potentially allowing SQL injection. 
DAST goes further, testing the 
module’s confi guration and offering 
proof to developers that this specifi c 
module causes the vulnerability. 

DAST also automates this testing 
process. Agency staff can’t manually 
cover thousands of apps, which 
is why scanning is so helpful. 

Many agencies are adopting a 
DevSecOps approach to application 
security. How does DAST fi t into 
that model?

DevSecOps is a work culture that 
holds everyone responsible for 
high-quality products that embrace 
security. DAST is key to enabling the 
cultural transition to DevSecOps. 

However, this does pose 
challenges. For instance, you 
need the right tools that provide 
accuracy and automation to ensure 
complete coverage of your apps at 
scale. Trying to shoehorn advanced 
security tools like DAST into a legacy 
process can delay your transition to 
DevSecOps. DevSecOps collaboration 
also needs to be continuous. Some 
organizations have scan cycles 
every three months, for example, 
but that’s not enough. Scanning and 
development should be followed by 
frequent scanning and deployment. 

If you’re thinking of providing 
DAST tools to DevsSecOps teams, 

remember there are a lot of techniques 
for evaluating application security. 
DAST’s advantage is that it provides 
a technology-agnostic check of 
an application. It gives the most 
accurate results by testing the 
running application, attacking like a 
hacker or a penetration tester would. 
But you’re doing it at scale and at 
speed to identify risk throughout 
your application portfolio.

How does DAST accommodate 
the Zero-Trust security model?

DAST helps establish a path toward 
a Zero-Trust security architecture. 
While Zero Trust has many defi nitions, 
it’s mainly about limiting access in an 
environment to only the people who 
need it. But Zero Trust also includes 
continuous testing and evaluation 
of the applications, controls and 
systems in an environment. 

DAST can continuously assess 
both the applications we develop and 
the applications we procure. This is 
critical because we must be able to 
assess how all the components in 
our environment are interconnected, 
and whether certain assemblies 
create risk for our organizations. 

Invicti Security – which acquired and combined respective DAST leaders Acunetix and Netsparker – is 
transforming the way web applications are secured. An AppSec leader for more than 15 years, Invicti enables 
organizations in every industry to continuously scan and secure all of their web applications and APIs at the 
speed of innovation. Invicti provides a comprehensive view of an organization’s entire web application portfolio, 
and powerful automation and integrations enable customers to achieve broad coverage of thousands of 
applications. Invicti is headquartered in Austin, Texas, and serves more than 3,600 organizations of all sizes in 
more than 70 countries. For more information, visit www.invicti.com.

©2022 e.Republic. All rights reserved.
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MARCH   

Froilan Roy C. Fernando was named 
Cleveland’s chief innovation and technology 
offi  cer, bringing a wide variety of public-
sector experience to the role. 
 
New Mexico appointed Annie Winterfi eld 
Manriquez as the governor’s senior adviser 
for cybersecurity and critical infrastructure, 
a position aimed at bolstering cybersecurity 
for the state. 
 
Washington CISO Vinod Brahmapuram 
left state service in order to take a role with 
Lumen Technologies, a Fortune 500 com-
pany. Ralph Johnson was tapped to replace 
him in November.
 
Boston appointed Santiago Garces as 
CIO, bringing to the job experience leading 
tech work in Pittsburgh as well as South Bend, 
Ind. Around the same time, Julia Gutierrez 
was picked as Boston’s chief digital offi  cer, 
overseeing the city’s website, Boston 311 
mobile app and other citizen-facing projects. 
 
San Jose, Calif., tapped Khaled Tawfi k as 
the city’s CIO, the position that Rob Lloyd 
vacated last year when he was promoted to 
deputy city manager. 
 

APRIL    

The Virginia Offi  ce of Data Governance and 
Analytics announced that longtime fi nance 
security executive Ken Pfeil would take on 
the chief data offi  cer role, replacing former 
CDO Carlos Rivero. 
 
Ray Yepes was named Colorado’s chief 
information security offi  cer, a role previously 
held by Deborah Blyth, who left state 
service in 2021. 
 
San Mateo County, Calif., tapped Mike

Wentworth to fi ll its CIO spot, with 
Wentworth having worked for the county 
dating back to 1996. He had been serving
 in the job on an interim basis since 2021, 
when he took over for longtime CIO 
Jon Walton. 

Minnesota IT appointed Kimberly 

Maturo-Hilt as its chief business technology 

offi  cer. She brings a mix of public and 
private experience to the role. 
 
North Dakota named Greg Hoff man, 
previously the Information Technology 
Department’s fi nance director and director 
of administrative services, as its deputy 
state CIO. 
 
San Diego County, Calif., picked David 
Smith as its next CIO. Smith now heads up 
the IT department for California’s second 
most populous county. 
 

After vacating New York City’s CIO position 
when a new mayor took offi  ce in January, 
Jessica Tisch was tapped to lead the city’s 
sanitation department. 
 
Gov tech veteran Krista Canellakis joined 
the nonprofi t group U.S. Digital Response 
following stints with California and San 
Francisco. 
 
Ohio appointed Kirk Herath as cybersecurity 
strategic adviser within the DeWine 
administration, which was a newly created 
post. Herath previously served as chairman 
of the CyberOhio Advisory Board. 

MAY    

The Delaware Department of Technology and 
Information added a pair of key hires to its 
ranks: Jordan Schulties as chief of admin-
istration and Tammy Shelton as broadband 
infrastructure grant program manager. 

Tony Batalla was appointed CIO of 
Oakland, Calif., after previously holding the 

role  in Santa Cruz County, Calif., as well as 
the CTO position in San Leandro, Calif.

Raleigh, N.C., CIO Sindhu Menon left her 
position to become CIO of Harris County, 
Texas, which is home to Houston. Menon 
previously served as CIO of College Station, 
Texas. Raleigh CISO Rob Reynolds took over 
as CIO there on an interim basis, before the 
city hired Mark Wittenburg away from his 
post in Tempe, Ariz., in September. 
 

Tanya Acevedo, who had previously held a 
number of public-sector tech leadership roles 
across the country, joined Capital Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority in Austin, Texas, as its 
new CIO and senior vice president.  

Bob Leek was named CIO of Clark County, 
Nev., having previously served as deputy 
CIO since February 2021. Leek has more 
than three decades of public- and private-
sector tech experience. 
 
Memphis, Tenn., appointed Wendy Harris 
as IT director, a position she had held on an 
interim basis for over a year.  
 
The New York State Offi  ce of Information 
Technology Services appointed cybersecurity 
veteran Chris DeSain as state chief 
information security offi  cer . DeSain brings 
24 years of security experience to the role. 
New York also appointed Colin Ahern as 
the state’s fi rst-ever chief cyber offi  cer.  
 

JUNE 

Kurt Peterson was named CIO in Chicago, 
after serving the city in varying roles since 
2011. The city also appointed its fi rst-ever 
chief technology offi  cer in Nick Lucius, who 
had served as CDO for the past two years.
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Why is today’s threat landscape making federated 

security more important?

State and local governments worry about being targeted or being 

caught in the crossfire of malicious cyber activity associated 

with the Russia-Ukraine War. Also, because ransomware has 

been so lucrative compared to the boom or bust nature of other 

criminal schemes, we’re seeing the rise of advanced persistent 

criminal activity. Criminal groups that might have disbanded as 

their activities became less profitable are staying together. And 

they have the funds to invest in developing new online exploits 

that are more stealthy and sophisticated. In response to this dual 

threat from nation-states and criminal groups, we’re seeing U.S. 

states and larger cities and counties looking to band together 

for collective security.  

What does a federated security operations 

framework look like for state or local government 

IT organizations?

It starts with building shared situational awareness or a common 

operating picture of threats and figuring out what to do about 

them. Building a single integrated view of network health and 

threats across organizations is difficult. So, many organizations 

opt to pool or share their separate views, relying on analysts to 

integrate them manually. Even if a collation can use automation 

to ease the burden, building this situational awareness takes 

most of every hour of a security operations center’s time and 

attention. The remaining minutes that can be spent on actually 

doing something about threats should be as efficient and 

automated as possible.

There are three approaches to this. First, you can build tools 

from scratch, working from common data formats and standards. 

This is expensive and doesn’t scale well. Second, you can 

leverage tools for security information and event management 

(SIEM) or security orchestration, automation and response 

(SOAR). These products are good at dealing with varied inputs, 

and with generating outputs that can support multiple controls 

and solutions from multiple companies. This has the advantage 

of putting much of the work onto manufacturers and vendors 

rather than the government customer organizations. 

The third approach is to consolidate around a small number of 

mesh architectures or ecosystems of interoperable capability.   

Why is a mesh architecture essential to federated 

security success?

A mesh architecture unloads even more of the work onto the 

vendors, which enables an even greater degree of burden-

sharing with the vendor community than under a product-

focused approach. Today, there are only a handful of mesh 

architectures, which gives government organizations a relatively 

straightforward set of choices. The more work government 

can offload to a mesh architecture, the less work the federated 

group will have to orchestrate or do itself.  

Federated security brings multiple government agencies together in a common cyber defense effort. 
Jim Richberg, public sector fi eld CISO and vice president of information security with Fortinet, explains why more 
agencies are adopting a federated security posture. Before joining Fortinet, a Silicon Valley security technology 
fi rm, Richberg spent more than three decades in cybersecurity and intelligence roles for the U.S. government. 

Why State and 
Local Governments 
Must Work Together 
for Cyber Defense  

 A GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY Q&A | FORTINET

©2022 e.Republic. All rights reserved.

MANAGING CYBER RISK

Fortinet (NASDAQ: FTNT) secures the largest enterprise, service provider, and 

government organizations around the world. Fortinet empowers its customers 

with intelligent, seamless protection across the expanding attack surface and the 

power to take on ever-increasing performance requirements of the borderless 

network — today and into the future. www.fortinet.com
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Nevada named Timothy Galluzi as CIO 
after the position had been vacant for seven 
months. Galluzi previously served as the 
head of the state’s enterprise systems.

New Mexico tapped Peter Mantos as the 
secretary of the state’s Department of 
Information Technology, making him the 
leader of the state’s IT work. 

Orange County, Calif., CIO Joel Golub 
departed the position to take an 
executive role in Oracle’s Industry 
Strategy and Executive Outreach group. 
Kc Roestenberg was later appointed 
as Golub’s replacement. In addition, 
the county hired longtime technologist 
Ed Althof as its assistant CIO and chief 
technology offi  cer. 
 
Chula Vista, Calif., hired Jose Cisneros as 
its new IT director. Cisneros came to the 
job from the U.S. Navy, replacing Edward 

Chew III. 
 
David Mendel was named interim chief 
information offi  cer for King County, Wash., 
replacing former CIO Tanya Hannah, who 
stepped down from the role May 1. 
 

JULY   

Former Chief Information Security Offi  cer 
with the Louisiana Offi  ce of Technology 
Services Dustin Glover took on a new role 
as the state’s overall chief cyber offi  cer. 
 
Rick Klau stepped down as California’s 
chief technology innovation offi  cer and 
leader of the Offi  ce of Enterprise Technology 

in the state’s Department of Technology. 
Klau had held the position dating back to 
February 2021. 

Sharon Kennedy Vickers departed her 
role as CIO of St. Paul, Minn., for a new 
position with Software for Good, which 
develops web and mobile apps for 
spurring environmental and social change. 
She was replaced in October by Jamie 
Wascalus, at which time Stefanie Hovath 
was also named the city’s CISO.

Anushree Bag, executive director of 
enterprise governance, risk and compliance 
and resiliency services with the Indiana 
Offi  ce of Technology, announced that she 
was departing for a position as CIO of the 
Indiana Department of Child Services. 

Rochester, N.Y., named William Boudreaux 
its new chief technology offi  cer after he had 
served in that position in an acting capacity 
since January 2022. 
 
Iowa lifted the interim tag off  of Matt 
Behrens as the state’s CIO, a position he 
held dating back to late 2021. Behrens has 
more than 20 years of experience in Iowa 
state government spread across a number 
of roles, including deputy CIO. 
 
Miguel Gamiño Jr. — a public-sector tech 
vet who most prominently served as chief 
technology offi  cer for New York City and 
CIO for San Francisco — took a new role as 
the chief experience offi  cer and founding 
partner at Simplicity Technology, a Silicon 
Valley-based startup aimed at bettering 
relationships between government and 
constituents.  

Former Michigan CIO David Behen — 
who held the position for six years before 
departing in 2017 — reunited with former 
Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder to form a 
cybersecurity company called SensCy. 

 
AUGUST     

Evanston, Ill., CIO Luke Stowe was named 
city manager there, a position he had held in 
an acting capacity since July.  
 
Longtime Georgia Chief Technology Offi  cer 
Steve Nichols stepped down to take on a 
new job with Gartner Consulting, having 
served with the state for 20 years. He was 
replaced by Dmitry Kagansky, who was 
previously Georgia’s fi rst chief cloud offi  cer. 
 
Arlington County, Va., CIO Jack Belcher 
transitioned to a new role as chief 
technology innovation offi  cer. Arlington 
County’s Deputy CIO Norron Lee stepped 
up to take over the CIO position. 
 
Round Rock, Texas, a suburb of Austin, 
appointed Ramsey Saad as its CIO 
following the retirement of Heath Douglas, 
who had held the job for 22 years. 
 
Mark Headd — a gov tech veteran who 
most prominently served as chief data 
offi  cer for Philadelphia — took a position as 
a tech subject matter expert with Ad Hoc, a 
private company that helps public agencies 
improve digital service delivery. 
 

SEPTEMBER 

Rhode Island CIO and Chief Digital Offi  cer 
Bijay Kumar departed state service to 
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How challenging is the 
cybersecurity skills gap? 
There’s a defi nite shortage of individuals 
to monitor and maintain networks, which 
bad actors are targeting. When I was a 
state chief information security offi cer, for 
instance, we saw over 20 ransomware 
events in our state and local governments 
in one year. We analyzed the logs from 
security tools such as endpoint detection 
and fi rewalls. Generally, we identifi ed 
that even though the organizations had 
security tools in place, the agencies 
didn’t have resources to monitor and 
triage, or the right personnel or skillsets 
to identify, detect, and respond to 
anomalies in a timely manner and 
mitigate the blast radius of the event. 
This helped ransomware take hold.

How can agencies 
address this shortage?
First, you have to understand your 
organization’s limitations and capacity. 
Agencies should conduct a gap 
analysis. They can then prioritize 
improvement that supports initiatives 
like incident response, data sensitivity, 
privacy, and data resilience. 

They should also leverage vendor 
partnerships. There are security 
consulting and integration partners 
that can augment staff to support 
specifi c initiatives. As your internal 

teams build their skills, you can ramp 
down those vendor contributions. 

How can leaders create a 
better talent pipeline?
Many states are focusing on building 
partnerships with academic institutions 
for internship, apprenticeship, and 
training opportunities. Organizations 
should also look at ways to modify their 
recruiting practices. Governments tend 
to be rigid in the requirements they’re 
looking for. Agencies should instead 
look for potential team members with a 
broader spectrum of skills or experience.

Organizations can also create a 
mechanism for cybersecurity reskilling. 
For instance, AWS Academy has a 
program called AWS re/Start that creates 
training opportunities for unemployed 
and underemployed individuals to work in 
cybersecurity. This program accomplishes 
two main objectives: providing a pathway 
to employment and future-proofi ng 
the workforce by preparing them for 
jobs in a highly sought-after market.

What are some 
unexpected sources of 
cybersecurity talent?
Because I’m a veteran, I see a huge 
opportunity to recruit those who are 
either retiring or transitioning from the 
military. In North Carolina, we created an 

apprenticeship program for veterans 
to build and expand the cyber pipeline. 
We identifi ed the veteran community 
as an untapped resource. North 
Carolina has the fi fth-largest military 
population, so this was and is an 
opportunity to reskill and re-employ 
service members to public service. 

How else can technology 
ease the cyber talent crunch?
Cloud services are top of mind because 
capabilities like automation can 
seamlessly integrate into operations. 
There’s also artifi cial intelligence (AI). 
Security environments get inundated 
with security log data — a human 
can’t parse all of it. AI takes the 
load off the generally overworked 
security teams, letting them really 
focus on those particular incidents 
in their environment that could 
cause some level of disruption.

AWS offers integrated and automated 
services like AWS CloudTrail, AWS 
Confi g, Amazon GuardDuty, AWS 
SecurityHub, and other security tools 
that supports continuous monitoring 
and identifi cation of threats, and 
confi gurable ways to automate a 
response. These capabilities remove 
the tedious tasks for a small team 
and also ensure a consistent and 
timely response to threats. 

State and local governments must do more to recruit cyber defense talent. Increasing diversity efforts, 
repurposing existing resources, and expanding outreach to academic institutions can be effective 
strategies. In this Q&A, Maria Thompson, former chief risk officer for the state of North Carolina and 
current executive government advisor for state and local government at Amazon Web Services (AWS), 
discusses how leaders can build a robust cybersecurity workforce for the future.
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Closing the 
cybersecurity 
skills gap in 
government 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) Worldwide Public Sector helps government, education, and nonprofi t customers deploy cloud services to reduce costs, 
drive effi ciencies, and increase innovation across the globe. With AWS, you only pay for what you use, with no up-front physical infrastructure expenses or 
long-term commitments. Public Sector organizations of all sizes use AWS to build applications, host websites, harness big data, store information, conduct 
research, improve online access for citizens, and more. AWS has dedicated teams focused on helping our customers pave the way for innovation and, 
ultimately, make the world a better place through technology. To learn more about AWS in the public sector, visit us at aws.amazon.com/stateandlocal.
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return to the private sector. The state’s 
CISO, Brian Tardiff , took over Kumar’s role 
in an interim capacity. 

Santa Barbara County, Calif., tapped 
private-sector IT veteran Chris Chirgwin 
as its next CIO. 

Vermont CIO John Quinn departed state 
service for a new role in the private sector. 
Quinn served in the position for fi ve years, 
leaving to take a new role with the public 
procurement advisory fi rm Government 
Sourcing Solutions. Shawn Nailor, Quinn’s 
deputy, was tapped to lead the agency on 
an interim basis. 
 
Texas Chief Data Offi  cer Ed Kelly announced 
his retirement following his third year as the 
state CDO and his seventh with the Texas 
Department of Information Resources. 
 
Wake County, N.C., hired Jonathan Feldman 
as CIO. Feldman previously served as the 
CIO for Asheville, N.C. 
 
Joshua Edmonds departed as Detroit’s 
digital inclusion director for a position 
as CEO of DigitalC, a Cleveland-based 
nonprofi t focused on getting people con-
nected to high-speed, aff ordable Internet. 
Edmonds was named to that job in Detroit 
in January 2019, making him one of the 
fi rst full-time digital inclusion staff ers in any 
American city hall. 
 
Gabe Klein, a veteran of big city transpor-
tation departments and private consulting, 
was named the head of the federal Joint 
Offi  ce of Energy and Transportation, 
charged with overseeing the buildout of 
some 500,000 high-speed public chargers 
across the nation, among other projects. 

Reno, Nev., appointed Craig Franden to 
its Department of Information Technology 
director position. Franden, who brings more 
than 20 years of public IT work to the role, 
replaced Kannaiah Vadlakunta. 
 
Nashville hired Pearl Amanfu as the 
city’s fi rst ever digital inclusion offi  cer. 
Amanfu had been with the city since 2016, 
previously serving as a project manager, 
a capacity in which she worked on digital 
inclusion projects. 
 

OCTOBER  

Michael Aldridge departed his position as 
CIO of Lawrence, Kan., to join the business 
development consulting fi rm Gartner as the 
senior director analyst in business continuity 
management and cyber risk management. 
 
Idaho appointed Alberto Gonzalez as the 
state’s new administrator of the Offi  ce of 
Information Technology Services. Gonzalez 
replaced Jeff  Weak in the role. Idaho CISO 
Keith Tresh also retired.  
 
Maryland added two new high-level 
cybersecurity roles: Former Howard County 
CISO John Bruns was tapped as director 
of state cybersecurity, while emergency 
management specialist Netta Squires 
was named the state’s director of local 
cybersecurity. 
 

Pennsylvania CISO Erik Avakian announced 
his departure from the role. Avakian spent 
16 years with Pennsylvania, with 12 years 
of that time as CISO. He left the job for 
the private sector. Soon after, the state’s 
longtime CIO John MacMillan annouced he 
would leave his post in mid-November after 
seven years in the role. Patti Chapman, CIO 

for the state’s Integrated Enterprise System, 
was named acting CIO upon his departure.

Minnesota appointed Bree Maki as 
the director of the state’s broadband 
development offi  ce. Maki previously 
worked on broadband issues in her 
capacity as senior outreach director for 
Sen. Tina Smith of Minnesota, and she 
replaced Angie Dickison in the role.

Oklahoma CISO Matt Singleton left state 
service for the private sector after over 
three years in the role. As of press time, his 
replacement had not been announced.

Gov. Gavin Newsom named several new 
senior offi  cials to the California Department 
of Technology (CDT), including CTO Suzie 

Changus, previously CIO for the state’s prison 
authority. Jonathan Porat was also named 
CDT’s chief technology innovation offi  cer after 
several years with the city of Seattle.

Maine announced Ken Boykin as its new 
chief data offi  cer, a position that had been 
vacant since 2019. Boykin was most recently 
an information security manager for the 
state’s Department of Labor.

NOVEMBER

David Allen stepped down from his role as 
Georgia CISO, a position he held since April 
2019. Deputy CISO Mike Davis took over 
in an interim capacity while a permanent 
replacement is found.

DECEMBER

North Dakota CIO 
Shawn Riley departed 
his position after 
nearly six years of 
service with the state, 
taking a role in the 
private sector as the 
new CEO of American 
operations with 
Bitzero International. 
Deputy CIO Greg 
Hoff man was appointed as Riley’s 
replacement in an interim capacity. 
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Congratulations
We are honored to announce and celebrate the Special 
District 2022 Technology Innovation Award winners for their 

achievements in citizen service, excellence in operations and 

transformative leadership. 

To learn more about this year’s winners, please turn the page.
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ing in
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To read the Award winner stories of 
innovation and excellence, please visit
ps.att.com/InnovationStories

District of the Year
Southern Nevada Health District

Citizens Category
Detroit Water and Sewerage Department
Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority
Cincinnati and Hamilton County Public Library

Operations Category
Illinois Tollway
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
St. Charles Park District
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District

Leadership Category
Lower Colorado River Authority
Atlanta Housing
Soquel Creek Water District

Please join us in congratulating the 
following Special District Technology 
Innovation Award winners of 2022. 

ps.att.com/InnovationStories
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From enabling consequential social programs such as unemployment insurance 
to expanding broadband access to helping local governments with valuable shared 
services, the state CIO is an ever-more important role. But who is the state CIO? 
After an initial analysis in the summer of 2019, Government Technology has updated 
its rosters and compiled a database with as much information as possible about past 
state CIOs from 1994 to October 2022. 

What We Know 
About State CIOs 

Idaho’s Greg Zickau is the longest-
serving current state CIO, having 
served for 14 years. He took on the 
role in 2008 after working with the 
Air Force. Zickau, named one of 
Government Technology’s Top 25 
Doers, Dreamers & Drivers in 2021, 
still hasn’t beaten David Litchliter, 
who was CIO of Mississippi for 17 
years, from 1994 to 2011.  

Since we produced our original 
analysis, Calvin Rhodes and Mark
Raymond joined Lichliter, Zickau
and four others in staying CIO for 
longer than 10 years. Rhodes served 
as Georgia’s CIO for 10 years and 
six months; Raymond has been 
Connecticut’s CIO for 11 years and 
counting. The other decade-
plus CIOs were Denise Moore
in Kansas, Otto Doll in South 
Dakota, Brenda Decker in 
Nebraska and Mark Bengel
in Tennessee. 

Education 
  6.6% 

Military
 1% 

Nonprofi t 
 0.5% 

Private sector 
 27.8% 

Public sector 
 64.1% 

Background
The more than 240 people we collected information for who 
have served as state CIOs since 1994 come from all walks of 
life, though most of them — 64.1 percent — have jobs in the 
public sector immediately before they become a state CIO.

By Andrew Adams and Ben Miller 

Interestingly, the plurality of CIOs come from within a state’s 
executive branch, around 37.5 percent. Before becoming CIO, 
they were either a member of the department they would go 
on to lead or from another department. Twenty-seven current 
state CIOs were hired from within state government, with 
the other 23 coming from the private sector or academia.  

Longevity

020_GT_Dec22.indd   40 11/7/22   11:56 AM
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In addition to mostly coming from the public sector, most CIOs have been men. Despite this, there are 
presently more women in charge of state IT operations than ever before by our count. As of this writing, 
10 states have female CIOs: California, Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Tennessee, 
Texas and Wisconsin. The number of women in states’ IT leadership has varied over the years.  

After reaching a peak and plateauing for several years in the late 2000s, the number of women 
in CIO positions around the country dropped to just four in 2018 and 2019. But the number of 
women CIOs quickly bounced back. Despite this progress, it’s worth noting that 10 is still much 
lower than 40 — the number of men in CIO positions in 2022.  

Gender

Men

Women

This gender imbalance is refl ected another way: the most 
common names of CIOs. The six most common names are 
all traditionally male.  

James/Jim/Jimmy 14

Dave/David  10

Bill/William  8

John/Jonathan 8

Michael/Mike  7

Rich/Richard  7

But hope is not lost for the CIO 
hopeful who may have a less 
common name. None of the 
people who have stepped into 
the state CIO role in the past 
two years have had any of the 
most common names. In fact, 
40 percent of CIOs have a name 
that is unique to them among 
other state CIOs.  

Just Call Me … CIO, Interrupted 
Lori Flanery has the distinction 
of being the only “Grover Cleveland 
CIO,” meaning like Cleveland, 
she served two stints 
non-consecutively. Flanery 
served as CIO twice in 
Kentucky, fi rst from 
2008 to 2009 and 
again from 
2010 to 2013. 
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Pick a State 
There is another group of CIOs who have a unique distinction, not for their length of service in one state, but for their 
fl exibility to work in multiple states. Government Technology found six CIOs who had worked in multiple states.  

Alex Pettit, who may 
be the most mobile 
man in gov tech. 
Pettit was the state 
CIO in Oklahoma 
and Oregon before 
becoming the chief 
technology offi  cer in 
Colorado

Bill Vajda, who was 
the CIO of Alaska 
before his current 
role as Wyoming CIO 

James Weaver, who was 
the CIO of Washington 
before his current role as 
CIO of North Carolina 

 

Robert von 
Wolff e, who 
served as CIO in 
both Wyoming 
and Iowa 

Teri Takai,* 
who was CIO of 
Michigan before 
her stint as 
California’s CIO 

*Teri Takai currently serves as the executive director of e.Republic’s Center for Digital Government. E.Republic is the parent company of Government Technology.

What We Know About State CIOs 
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Next Steps 
When a CIO’s tenure ends, there is a question that comes 
up in every interview: Where do they go next? The answer, 
mostly, is the private sector.  

Private sector 
 52.9%  

Public sector 
 23.2% 

Education 
 10.9% 

Retirement 
 8% 

Nonprofi t 
 4.3% 

Military 
 0.7% 

On average, about 12 state CIOs leave every year, though the number does vary widely. 
Six CIOs left their post in 2016, while 2010 saw 19 transitions. One signifi cant factor is 
changes in political leadership.  

FL

DE
MD

ME

NY

PA

VT
NH

MA
RI

CT

VA
WV

NC

SC

NJ

GA

Washington DC

Phil Wittmer, who was the 
CIO of Kansas before briefl y 
serving as CIO in Virginia 

Percent of CIOs That Leave 

Normally, about 25 percent of CIOs leave every year, but if a state gets a new governor, there is 
a 60 percent chance that that state’s CIO will leave within 12 months. When the governorship 
switches parties, that jumps to 69 percent. With 36 gubernatorial elections in 2022 and seven 
states with new governors, there will likely be more new faces in the state CIO offi  ce. 

In any 
given year 

When there’s a 
new governor 

When there’s a 
new governor of a 
diff erent party 

24.6% 59.8% 69.2%
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State and local governments and education institutions, 
including K-12 and higher education, have modernized 

their organizations over the past few years to meet demands 
for hybrid learning, digital constituent services, remote 
work and more resilient operations. In embracing digital 
solutions, they have expanded their threat surface and 
increased operational complexity, opening the doors to more 
ransomware, phishing and other attacks. 

Despite their best eff orts to stem the tidal wave of threats, 
cybersecurity teams face signifi cant challenges. They have 
accumulated a host of security tools that create thousands 
of alerts every day, but these tools may not be adequately 
integrated with one another. In many cases, IT teams have 
lost signifi cant workforce talent and are left with skeleton 
crews that fi nd it challenging to keep up. 

To improve resilience, propel innovation and address 
staffi  ng shortages, many government leaders are turning to 
intelligent security orchestration, automation and response 
(SOAR) technologies to manage threats, quickly respond to 
security incidents and automate security operations. When 
managed from a single platform, SOAR improves decision-
making and reduces the time to triage and respond to alerts 
from minutes or hours to seconds.  

Growing demands on cybersecurity teams
State and local governments, K-12 districts and higher 
education institutions face several challenges regarding 
incident management and response.

IT/cybersecurity workforce and skillset gaps.

The Great Resignation, baby boomer retirements and 
competition from the private sector have made it diffi  cult 
for governments to meet staffi  ng and skillset needs. 
Competition with the private sector is fi erce, and it can 
be diffi  cult or impossible for government agencies to 
keep pace with private sector salaries.

Sheer scale of work required to monitor the digital 

organization. Security analysts must manage alerts coming 
from a plethora of siloed security tools. Many organizations 
want to increase visibility into threats, but when they do, they 
must deal with more alerts and incidents, which exacerbates 
alert fatigue and can overwhelm staff . Without a unifi ed 
platform, they lack the visibility and context needed to make 
decisions quickly and accurately.

More targeted and damaging ransomware and other threats.

State and local governments and schools (both K-12 and 
higher education institutions) continue to be prime targets 
for ransomware attacks. A recent ransomware attack on the 
Los Angeles Unifi ed School District led to a shutdown of the 
district’s computer systems and forced password resets for 
more than 600,000 students and other users.¹ 

How intelligent automation can close the gaps
Many public sector organizations are using a cloud-based 
SOAR platform to alleviate staffi  ng issues, increase resilience 
and mitigate risk. Indeed, 67% of government organizations are 
actively investing in SOAR technologies, according to a 2022 
report from Splunk.2

Instead of having their cybersecurity teams physically 
manage alerts and manually execute incident response 
playbooks, organizations can use a SOAR platform to automate 
security and IT tasks across all their security tools within 
seconds. A SOAR platform connects and orchestrates disparate 
security tools and systems to monitor cybersecurity data, apply 
advanced analytics and context, and coordinate an endless 
variety of playbook automations. 

A data-centric, machine-driven response improves cyber 
resilience and reduces risk by allowing organizations to resolve 
issues more quickly and decisively than if they had to assemble 
a response team and discuss case-by-case. By responding 
immediately, organizations can avoid or minimize downtime 

Creating a 
More Resilient 
Future with Intelligent 
Cybersecurity Automation

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

A CENTER FOR DIGITAL GOVERNMENT ISSUE BRIEF | SPLUNK  
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and the high cost of remediation, data loss and potential fi nes. 
Automation of repetitive tasks also reduces stress and keeps 
staff  more engaged by freeing them to focus on emerging 
threats and more meaningful work.

SOAR is ideal for automating investigation and response 
related to suspected phishing, ransomware or endpoint 
malware. During investigation of a phishing campaign, SOAR 
can present analysts with all the metadata about an email 
instead of analysts being required to manually check websites, 
domain names and other threat intelligence. The right platform 
can also automate the response, whether that’s to mark and 
deliver the suspicious email or pull it from user inboxes. In the 
case of a ransomware attack, if an endpoint displays symptoms 
of infection, SOAR can automatically isolate that device to 
mitigate the impact of the attack. 

While a SOAR platform is critical for strengthening cyber 
defense, many organizations are leveraging SOAR to meet 
other business needs beyond security. A water utility authority 
in the Southwest, for example, is using SOAR to automate the 
unlocking of certain user accounts after-hours. Repair crews 
fi xing broken water supply lines sometimes lock themselves 
out of their computers, email or remote access VPN. Using 
SOAR, this water utility can receive a ticket through its normal 
service desk process and unlock the account using multifactor 
authentication. Crews can resume their work in about 
10 minutes from the time the ticket is opened. 

Preparing for success
The following best practices will help organizations 
successfully deploy a SOAR solution.

> Understand the threat environment and the 

organization’s threat profi le. Doing so enables project 
teams to prioritize goals and defend the organization 
appropriately.

> Clearly defi ne goals, strategies and processes. Bring 
network, security, desktop and other IT teams together 
and be sure to include stakeholders from diff erent areas of 
the business in discussions.

> Start with a plan but be fl exible. Be prepared to adapt and 
fi ne-tune plans as requirements change, new opportunities 
emerge or real-world use reveals areas for operational 
improvement.

> Establish communications and data literacy. To build 
trust and a team culture, train on data literacy as a team. 
Use language that everyone understands to communicate 
with one another about data. Celebrate wins. 

> Use a “crawl, walk, run” approach — and get help. To 
avoid overwhelming staff  as they learn new technologies, 
start slowly. Professional services can help with 
implementation, training and getting staff  up to speed. 
Don’t stay in the crawl phase too long, though, or the 
project will stagnate. Iterations are key.

> Use a platform approach, rather than disparate point 

solutions. A platform approach gives organizations more 
visibility, context and control over the data coming from 
various security tools.

Today’s security operations teams need as much support as 
possible to combat threats, protect their organizations and stay 
engaged. A SOAR platform will be critical to helping organizations 
and security operations staff  work smarter, not harder. 

This piece was written and produced by the Center for Digital Government 

Content Studio, with information and input from Splunk.

©2022 e.Republic. All rights reserved.

Produced by:

The Center for Digital Government, a division of e.Republic, is a national 
research and advisory institute on information technology policies and 
best practices in state and local government. Through its diverse and 
dynamic programs and services, the Center provides public and private 
sector leaders with decision support, knowledge and opportunities to 
help them eff ectively incorporate new technologies in the 21st century. 
www.centerdigitalgov.com.

Sponsored by:

Splunk is a technology company that provides the leading unifi ed security 
and observability platform. For public sector leaders entrusted with 
mission success, Splunk off ers the ability to provide real-time, data-driven 
insights that helps agencies unlock innovation, improve security and 
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ADVERTISEMENT

Enabling fl exible, equitable learning

Jeff erson County Public Schools in Colorado 

set up a wireless network to make computer 

resources available to all its students and 

to support fl exible learning. To combat 

account credential theft, unauthorized access 

and cyberbullying in this environment, it 

implemented a SOAR platform that correlates 

user activity across all its devices and systems. 

Doing so allows the district to protect students 

and sensitive data, while providing reliable 

access to support teaching and learning.3

1. www.npr.org/2022/09/07/1121422336/a-cyberattack-hits-the-los-angeles-school-district-raising-alarm-across-the-country

2. https://www.splunk.com/en_us/form/state-of-security.html

3. https://www.splunk.com/en_us/customers/success-stories/jeff erson-county-public-schools.html
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Send Spectrum ideas to Managing Editor Lauren Harrison, lharrison@govtech.com

More research, more science, more technology.

STOCK MARKET: Major stock photography website Shutterstock 
has announced a new direction for its burgeoning AI market, extending a 
partnership with artifi cial intelligence fi rm OpenAI. Shutterstock plans to 
integrate OpenAI’s text-to-image platform DALL-E 2 directly into its system 
and will reimburse creators when their work is sold to train the AI. Images 
created by DALL-E 2 will be available on the same market as those of human 
contributors, and Shutterstock will ban sale of AI art uploaded to its platform 
from any other generator. SOURCE: THE VERGE 

The Competition Commission of India in October hit Google with a $113 million 
fi ne for anti-competitive practices in the Google Play app store. Currently, 
the tech giant requires developers to use its billing system to charge for 
apps and in-app services. The Competition Commission said in a statement 
that this means “app developers are left bereft of the inherent choice to use 
[the] payment processor of their liking from the open market” and gave the 
company three months to stop the practice and allow developers to charge 
via third-party services.  SOURCE: GIZMODO 
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A WHALE OF A TALE :
According to the World Sustainability Organization, 
18,000 to 25,000 whales die every year from 
collisions with ships, but a new tech solution 
may bring that number down. In partnership with 
the MERI Foundation, the Chilean government 
has put a smart buoy 684 miles off  its shore in 
the Gulf of Corcovado. The buoy is fi tted with 
oceanographic sensors and Listening to the Deep 
Ocean Environment software that detects a whale’s 
type and location and alerts nearby ships. It also 
monitors the ocean’s health, providing data on 
climate change’s impact on sea life. 
SOURCE: ENGADGET
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Answer: Pong
A research team out of Melbourne, Australia, has suc-

cessfully taught lab-grown brain cells to play the 1970s 
video game Pong. In the game, which was chosen for its 
simplicity, two players hit a ball back and forth between 
them using paddles. 

They used two diff erent kinds of cells in the experiment: 
human brain cells derived from stem cells and mice cells 
derived from embryonic cells. The cells were placed into a 
multi-electrode array the team devised called the Dish-
Brain. The DishBrain senses cell activity and stimulates 
the cells, so it can give them feedback on whether they 
were hitting the ball. 

After about fi ve minutes, the cells began to learn how 
to play the game, and their performance improved with 
longer rallies and fewer instances of being aced. Though 
they never played against each other, the human cells 
were able to maintain rallies longer than the mice cells. 
According to Dr. Brett Kagan, chief scientifi c offi  cer of 
biotech startup Cortical Labs and a member of the team, 
the next step is to “get them ‘drunk’ and see if they play 
the game more poorly.”   

Here’s a look at a few recent Questions of the Day
from govtech.com. Subscribe to our newsletter to 
get them daily in your inbox. 

More research, more science, more technology.

What video game did scientists 
teach brain cells to play? 
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Answer: Los Angeles. 
Not even a fresh crime scene can stop those trusty little food 

delivery robots from getting you your burrito. Passersby captured 
video of one of these robots passing through an active crime scene 
in L.A. in mid-September. 

William Gude, who owns the watchdog Twitter account Film the 
Police LA, captured the incident while just outside the scene of a 
suspected shooting at Hollywood High School. The robot, part of 
Uber spinoff Serve Robotics’ fleet, approached an intersection that 
was cordoned off with yellow caution tape. 

According to Gude, the robot repeatedly attempted to get around 
the tape until a cameraman lifted it so the bot could pass. It then 
motored across the street and hesitated before finding a clear path 
through the police officers and civilians clustered on the other side. 

In commenting on the incident, Serve Robotics spokesperson Aduke 
Thelwell said, “Serve’s standard operating procedure is to reroute and 
not cross barrier tapes; however, in this instance the robot supervisor 
believed they were being waved through. We’re taking steps to ensure 
our operating procedures are followed in the future.” 

Where did a food delivery robot crash a crime scene? 
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By Paul W. Taylor  SIGNAL:NOISE
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If you needed an anthem for the last 
couple of decades, you could do 
worse than a 1983 Bruce Cockburn 

tune with the refrain, “The trouble 
with normal is it always gets worse.” 
At least at fi rst blush. We would all be 
excused for fatigue and a darkening 
worldview after years of a pandemic, 
societal schisms, political polarization, 
environmental catastrophes and 
signifi cant economic volatility. 

But we could be wrong about 
that. So says Hans Rosling, a Swedish 
physician, professor of international 
health and statistician. In his 2018 
book Factfulness, Rosling documented 
what he calls the 10 reasons we’re 
wrong about the world and why 
things are better than we think. 

The book details how some very 
bad things are getting better. It is a 
long list, including legal slavery, HIV 
infections and the rates of murders, 
divorces and children dying. Likewise, 
there are fewer deaths from plane 
crashes, battlefi elds and smallpox. 
Rosling also cites data that indicates 
there are fewer nuclear arms and oil 
spills. Add to that a reduction in the 
amount of leaded gasoline and, by 
extension, ozone depletion, and you 
have signs that the planet can be a good 
place for our children to live. Speaking 
of which, child labor is also down. 

At the same time, Rosling off ers 
numbers to indicate that some good 
things are getting better. Consider, for 

example, that the land 
mass of nature that is 
protected has risen from 
only 0.03 percent in 1900 
to 14.7 percent today. 

Factfulness is a much-needed corrective 
to dominant end-of-the-world-as-we-
know-it narratives. It does not say all 
our problems are solved, but should 
encourage us to keep working on them. 

The book also reminds us that 
these improvements are not the result 
of heroic individuals acting alone. 
Each of these areas of improvement 
have their champion, their Jane 
Goodall, if you will. Bill McKibben 
and David Suzuki are senior states-
men in the campaign against climate 
change. Lucy Blacio and Adélaïde 
Sawadogo are leaders in the fi ght 
against modern slavery and human 
traffi  cking. Mathilde Krim and Larry 
Kramer are among those who have 
worked on AIDS reduction. On the 
economy, we need not look further 
than this year’s Nobel prize winners, 
Douglas Diamond and Philip Dybvig. 

We do the same thing. Government 
Technology’s Doers, Dreamers and 
Drivers recognizes 25 exemplars each 
year for their important contributions 
to the art and science of making 
government better. But it is bigger than 
this relative handful of individuals. 

The public-sector IT community 
has been properly lauded for inventive 
work in responding to COVID-19 and 
helping the government workforce 

pivot to work-from-home and hybrid 
environments. Much the same can be 
said for other areas of public service 
where technology has made a marked 
diff erence in the way things work. 

It is more than IT working more 
eff ectively with the business side 
of the house, however important 
that may be. Government’s use of 
technology is not about individuals 
or agencies or even jurisdictions. It 
is ultimately an institutional play. 

Institutions can and do make good 
things happen, often acting together 
with others, all of them connected.  

Technology animates institutions. 
Normal doesn’t have to always get 

worse. Old, tired institutions often 
need to be reanimated. Those that are 
keeping pace are doing so because of 
the forcing and multiplying power 
of gov tech. And the institutions that 
will help us navigate into the future 
will rely on the same animating elixir 
— ever evolving, always disrupting. 

It may even be safe to dust off  
another in the Cockburn song book for 
this ditty as we think about what’s next: 

Sun’s up, looks okay 
The world survives into another day 

And I’m thinking about eternity 
Some kind of ecstasy got a hold on me.  

For What IT’s Worth
While headlines often off er doom and gloom, there are signs that many things are getting better.

Paul Taylor is 

the executive editor 

of e.Republic, 

Government 

Technology’s 

parent company.

 Normal doesn’t have to always get 
worse. Old, tired institutions often need 
to be reanimated. Those that are keeping 
pace are doing so because of the forcing 
and multiplying power of gov tech.
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Underwritten by

Host County

Government Technology congratulates the 
following govtech companies for being selected 
as the most promising solutions at the recent 
State of GovTech event:

Congratulations to the 
State of GovTech
Startup Showcase winners!

Thank you to the event sponsors, 
judges and all twenty-four companies 
who participated this year!

bit.ly/StateofGT2022

thrugreen.comrheaply.com

htfusion.org electoanalytics.com

forcemetrics.ai hdata.us

https://events.govtech.com/State-of-GovTech-2022.html
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Better data management 
could transform the way 
governments deliver healthcare 
and human services.
This new handbook — from Governing, 
Government Technology, and the 
American Public Human Services Association — 
outlines the strategies and tools that can 
help HHS agencies leverage data to improve 
the lives of the people they serve.

govtech.com/HHSdata

www.govtech.com/HHSdata
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